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About Item Wizard

Welcome to Item Wizard.
Note - This is the user documentation for the latest version of Item Wizard. Versions 1.8.68 and older
have been superseded. Click here if you wish to view the documentation for these.
We developed this tool in response to demand from Oracle Inventory Users for a user-friendly and
robust worksheet tool to load Items, Organization Assignment, UDA Attributes, Categories and Catalogs
into the Oracle Inventory module.
Item Wizard is a VBA program embedded in a Microsoft Excel workbook. It is a close cousin to our other
“Wizard” products and shares the same look and feel.
The software uses the standard Oracle Inventory Open Interfaces and Oracle Public APIs. It does NOT
modify any other Oracle objects except during the installation, where it adds the More4Apps Packages
and Profile Options.
Features
Options are available on the ribbons. Double-clicking in the worksheet loads the Item form. The form is
optional, and you can simply type, import, or paste the values into the worksheet.
You can upload selected items or the entire contents of your worksheet.
The program is flexible about the worksheet layout. You can move or delete unwanted columns. You
can have multiple worksheets or even load items from sheets in other workbooks.
This program is supported on E-Business Suite 11.5.10 onwards (i.e. 11.5.10, 12.0.*, 12.1.*, 12.2.*).
On request we may be able to supply versions of our tools on prior releases of Oracle (i.e. many
products are also available for 11.5.9).
Please contact us if you encounter any problems or have any suggestions to enhance the functionality of
Item Wizard. Contact us at https://more4apps.com/support/request-product-support/
Trial Version
The trial version of Item Wizard is fully functional and has no time-out. It does however, only upload
5 records at a time before stopping. (A record is not equivalent to an Item. For example, adding an
item, two categories and a catalog counts as four records). To continue the upload you must log into
the database again.
The forms and other features are not constrained in the trial version at all.
Performance Tip
Item Wizard uses the standard Oracle Inventory Interface tables provided with e-Business Suite 11i
and R12. Therefore, Item Wizard performs in the same way as Oracle when creating and updating
Items via the interface. Before entering Item data for the first time you may want to look at the
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performance recommendations in the ‘Manufacturing Open Interfaces Manual, Chapter 7 – Open
Item Interface’.

Overview – Steps to Loading Inventory Item Information
After Item Wizard has been installed for your instance of Oracle Applications, the following steps outline
the basic procedure for loading Inventory Item information.
Steps to load Inventory Item Information:
1.

Open the workbook and Login - Connect to your Oracle Applications instance.
Refer to section: Logging In and Out
Refer to section: Security

2.

Set up the Worksheet (select the relevant sections and fields).
On the ‘Item Wizard – Setup’ ribbon click the ‘Manage Templates’ button to open the ‘Manage
Templates’ form.

Refer to section: Manage Template
Refer to section: Set up the Worksheet
3.

Click the ‘Select Template’ button on the Item Wizard ribbon to open the ‘Generate template’ form.

Select the appropriate template you wish to use from this form (e.g. Items, Organization Assignment,
Maintain Categories, etc.).

4.

Upload the Inventory Item Information.
Refer to section: Upload Inventory Item Information
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Refer to section: Submit Item Import Concurrent Program(s)
5.

Correct errors after uploading the Inventory Item Information.
This step is only required if there are errors.
Refer to section: Error Handling and Validation

There are also several reference sections in this document for further information:
• Ribbons
• Custom Package
• Getting Started
• Demonstration Script
• Descriptive Flexfields
• Profile Options
• Attachments
• Troubleshooting
• Licence Keys, Named Users & Installation
• Release Notes

Logging In and Out
This section is common to all of our tools.
Click on this link to navigate to Common User Instructions: Logging In and Out

Security
If you do not have access to the highlighted function(s) below in your selected responsibility, you will be
stopped from performing certain operations within Item Wizard.
-INV_FNDRSRUN_IMPORT_ITEMS
When using Item Wizard the responsibility logged in to needs access to the ‘Master Items’ form or the
‘Organization Items’ form in order to use the validation and upload functionality.
Below is a list of the Item Inventory functions. Contact your Systems Administrator for further assistance.

Items Mode
Function

System Function Name

User Function Name

Items

INV_INVIDITM (Items)

Master Items
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Master Engineering
Items

ENG_INVIDITM

Master Engineering Items

EAM Items

EAM_INVIDITM

Asset Group/Asset
Activity

Engineering Items

EGO_ENG_ITEM_CREATE

Create Engineering Item

Engineering Orgs

ENG_INVIDITM_ORG

Organization
Items

EAM Organizations

EAM_INVIDITM_ORG

Organization Activity

Item Organizations

INV_INVIDITM_ORG

Organization Items

Engineering

Organization Assignment Mode
Function

System Function Name

User Function Name

Organization
Assignment

INV_INVIDITM_ORG_ASSIGN

Items: Organization
Assignment

UDA Items Mode
Function
UDA Items

System Function Name
EGO_MANAGE_USER_DEF_ATTR_GRPS;
EGO_BROWSE_ENGG_CATALOG;
EGO_ITEM_SIMPLE_SEARCH

User Function Name
Maintain User-Defined
Attribute Groups

Description Translations Mode
Function

System Function Name

User Function Name

Master Engineering Items

ENG_INVIDITM

Master Engineering Items

EAM Items

EAM_INVIDITM

Asset Group/Asset Activity

Engineering Items

EGO_ENG_ITEM_CREATE

Create Engineering Item

Items

INV_INVIDITM (Items)

Master Items

Engineering Orgs

ENG_INVIDITM_ORG

Organization Engineering
Items

EAM Organizations

EAM_INVIDITM_ORG

Organization Activity

Item Organizations

INV_INVIDITM_ORG

Organization Items
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Maintain Categories Mode
Function

System Function Name

User Function Name

Maintain Categories

INV_INVIDCAT

Category Codes

In addition, Item Wizard adheres to your Organization Access security set up. If you do not have the
‘Master Item’ form (within your responsibility), then you will need to have been granted Organization
Access to the organizations you are loading items into.

Set up the Worksheet
Item Wizard is equipped with the latest Templating functionality. Templates give the user the ability to
Create, Modify and Delete worksheet templates and store them in the database.
Templates can also be limited by responsibility for security purposes when required. This provides the
ability to share templates across users and removes the hassle of manually rebuilding a worksheet
every time a certain configuration of columns is required.
There are three profile options used to control the use of Templates:
•

More4Apps: IW Restrict to templates only - Determines whether users MUST use templates
or not. If set to Yes, users can only use the Wizard by selecting a template i.e. they cannot
generate a pre-defined template sheet. If set to No or left blank, then templating or mode
options can be used.

•

More4Apps: IW Restrict to modes only - Determines whether users MUST use modes or not. If
set to Yes, users can only use the Wizard by selecting a mode i.e. they cannot generate a predefined template sheet. If set to No or left blank, then templating or mode options can be used.

•

More4Apps: IW Template Manager - This profile allows customers to nominate a user to manage
templates. This is useful if the user lacks sysadmin access and cannot be granted sysadmin. The
profile is set up at the user level. To enable sysadmin access for templating select ‘Yes’ for the
current user.

WARNING - Do NOT set 'More4Apps IW: Restrict to templates only' and 'More4Apps IW: Restrict to
Modes only' to 'Yes' at the same level as this will create a conflict the Wizard cannot resolve.
If you do not wish to use templates, follow the steps in the next section Select Wizard Mode to create a
default worksheet based on the selected upload Mode.
Note: If you are upgrading from a version where Template functionality is not available, your existing
worksheets will not work in the new version of the Wizard. You can create standard ‘Default’ worksheets
based on upload mode or create new templates and associated worksheets.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:

Select Wizard Mode
Manage Templates
Customize Logo
Profile Options

Select Wizard Mode
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The latest Item Wizard contains five modes:
•

Items – Used for all standard Inventory functions, Creating and Updating Items.

•

Organization Assignment – Used to assign items to other inventory organizations.

•

UDA Items - Creates and Updates Item Catalog UDA (User Defined Attribute) information.

•

Description Translations – Enables the update of item descriptions for multiple languages on
mass.

•

Maintain Categories - Gives the user the power to Create and Update Categories (Category
assignment can be done in the main Item mode).

Click on the ‘Select Template’ button on the Item Wizard Ribbon.

The ‘Generate template’ form will display to select the Wizard Mode.

Item Wizard can have Templates assigned to individual modes.
Leave the Template field blank. Select the ‘Mode’ from the LOVs, then click ‘Create New’ if you wish to
create a worksheet using the predefined layout for the selected mode.

A new worksheet will be created and named, prefixed with the selected Mode and followed by the next
unique worksheet number.
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OK button saves the settings and closes the form.
Create New button creates a new worksheet based on your selection.
Create All Columns button creates a new worksheet with all columns.
Cancel button exits the form without changing the settings.
Refer to section: Set up the Worksheet
Refer to section: Manage Templates
Refer to section: Customize Logo

Manage Templates
The ‘Manage Templates’ button on the ribbon provides options to create new Templates, modify
attributes of existing Templates, or delete obsolete Templates.

Click the ‘Manage Templates’ button on the ribbon and the ‘Manage Templates’ form will open:

Important Notes
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Row 9 Field Names
As with all the Wizards, the column names are stored in row 9. These are fixed and cannot be changed.
Do NOT insert or delete rows before row 10. The case of the names is not important but spelling is.
If you change the contents of row 9 in any column, you have in effect deleted the column as far as the
program is concerned.
ID Columns
The ‘Update’ process requires the ID columns to be present. If you plan to do updates, then include the ID
columns in your selected sections. The ‘Create’ program will return the IDs as will the ‘Download’ program.
Columns not Available
If you need any column(s) and cannot find it on the ‘Manage Templates’ form let us know and we will be
happy to add to the Wizard.
Mode in Excel Ribbon doesn’t match Worksheet Mode
If the Excel ribbon Mode does not match the worksheet Mode the user will get a similar message as follows:
“The Mode being used to upload and download data, identified in the Excel Ribbon as [Items], does not
match the worksheet mode [Organization Assignment].
Please ensure the following conditions are met:
- The correct mode is selected from the Ribbon
- Text in cell A7 is the same as the mode name displayed in the Ribbon”

Note: If you have moved a worksheet from an old version of the Wizard into a new version, the message
may advise the ribbon Mode as (). To rectify this, enter the appropriate mode (Items, Organization
Assignment, UDA Items, Description Translations or Maintain Categories) into cell A7 of the affected
worksheet.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Create ‘New’ Template
Copy Template
Delete Template
Export Template
Import Template
Synchronize Template
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Create ‘New’ Template
In the ‘Manage Templates’ form, select ‘New’ from the ‘Action’ list of values.

Enter a unique Template Name and click ‘Ok’:

Select a Mode associated with the Template and click ‘Ok’.

This screen displays the Template attributes. Click ‘Save to Repository’ to save the template.
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To customize the look and feel of your Template, click on ‘Edit By Sheet’ to print the setup of the
template attributes into a spreadsheet.
Edit the template attributes as required:
1. By default all fields are selected ‘Yes’. Select ‘No’ from the dropdown or enter ‘No’ in any fields that
are not essential for the new template.
2. ‘Custom View Label’ column is available if you wish to rename any column labels on the sheet. Note
– Custom Labels must be unique across the Template.
3. ‘Comment’ column explains the meaning or purpose of each column on the template sheet. This
displays when you hover over the column label cell in row 9. You can change the wording to suit
your preference.
4. ‘Mandatory Field’ – Enter ‘Yes’ to enforce any required fields on the template.
Note – ‘Mandatory Fields’ required by the Wizard cannot be deselected.
5. ‘Read Only’ – Columns may be used to display data for information purposes. Columns that are
selected as ‘Read Only’ do not allow upload.
6. Section Name shows the section that each attribute belongs to. This column cannot be modified in
the sheet. Refer to ‘Selected Sections’ for selecting and deselecting sections.
7. All fields that are highlighted grey cannot be modified.
Click ‘Load’ in cell A8 to update the Template changes.
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Click ‘Save To Repository’ to save changes to the database.

Click ‘Close’.
Access to a Template
An Administrator who has access to create Templates, can grant user access to specific templates by
assigning the appropriate responsibility.
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Select ‘Modify’ in the Action field, then the ‘Template Name’ in the ‘Manage Templates’ form.
In the ‘Responsibilities’ tab, search for the responsibility you wish to assign access to the Template. This
means any user who has this responsibility will have access to the Template.

Click ‘Save to Repository’ to save the changes.
Selected Sections
The ‘Selected Sections’ tab allows a user to exclude certain sections from the Template. By default all
sections are selected in the Template. A user can deselect any section(s) that is not required by the
Wizard. If a section is deselected, no columns in the section will be generated in the worksheet.
Select ‘Modify’ in the Action field, then the Template Name. Deselect the section flag(s) that is not
required.
Click ‘Save to Repository’ to save the changes.
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Click ‘Close’ to close the form.
Create a New Sheet
To create a new sheet from the user defined Template, click on the ‘Select Template’ icon, select the
Template from the list of values and click ‘Create New’.

A new sheet is generated from the Template. The sheet name will be prefixed with the Template Name
followed by the next unique sheet number.

This worksheet will have the columns defined in the Template and the rules of the Template will apply.
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Note – If there are any columns added to the sheet but not in the template definition, they will be
ignored and will ultimately be shaded orange when the Wizard validates the sheet data.
Alternatively, click the ‘New Sheet’ icon
based on the selected Mode in the ribbon.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

on the Item Wizard ribbon. A new sheet will be created

Copy Template
Delete Template
Export Template
Import Template
Synchronize Template

Copy Template
The ‘Copy’ functionality allows an existing Template to be copied and given a new name. The new
Template is then saved to the database.
For ‘Action’ select ‘Modify’ and the ‘Template Name’. Click ‘Copy’ and enter a unique template name:

Click ‘Ok’ to copy the selected Template attributes to the new Template Name and the ‘Copy successful’
message will display:

Click ‘Save To Repository’ to save the changes.
Refer to section: Create ‘New’ Template
Refer to section: Delete Template
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Refer to section: Export Template
Refer to section: Import Template
Refer to section: Synchronize Template

Delete Template
‘Manage Templates’ has the option to delete any obsolete templates from the database.
Select your template using ‘Modify’, then click the ‘Delete’ button to delete.

Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Create ‘New’ Template
Copy Template
Export Template
Import Template
Synchronize Template

Export Template
Item Wizard also has the additional functionality of extracting template definitions into an ‘xml’ file format
to be exported to another environment, eliminating the need to recreate templates in the new environment.
This is most useful when templates are created in a test instance and then need to be migrated to
production.
Select the Template Name and click ‘Generate XML’.
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Select the directory to save the ‘xml’ file.

Click ‘OK’ to confirm the action.

Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Create ‘New’ Template
Copy Template
Delete Template
Import Template
Synchronize Template
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Import Template
To import the template, Login to the destination environment in Item Wizard, then go to the ‘Manage
Templates’ form and click on XML Loader.

Select the template ‘xml’ file generated previously and saved in the user directory.
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Click ‘Ok’ and the template will be imported into the logged in environment. The template then can be
selected as outlined in earlier sections of this document.
Click ‘Save To Repository’ to save the template.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Create ‘New’ Template
Copy Template
Delete Template
Export Template
Synchronize Template

Synchronize Template
This functionality allows any changes or new columns added to the Wizard, to be integrated to existing
user customized templates.
For example, the fields, ‘Days Early Receipt Allowed’ and ‘Shelf Life Days’ were recently added to the
Item Wizard ‘Items’ mode. However, they are not implemented in the current template that has been
set up in the database for this mode. Should these fields be required in the template they will need to
be synchronized in order to include them.
Select the Template Name in ‘Manage Templates’ and click on the ‘Synchronize’ button. The additional
attributes will then be migrated to that particular template.
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Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Create ‘New’ Template
Copy Template
Delete Template
Export Template
Import Template

Customize Logo
Use the ‘Customize Logo’ button on the ribbon to display/hide the ‘Template123’ sheet for changing the
Logo.

The following message box will display:
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This sheet stores the current logo that is used by default in the Wizard templates but can be changed at
the user’s discretion.

Change the More4Apps Logo
You can change the existing More4Apps logo on the template so that new sheets created have your
Company Logo automatically created.
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To do this undertake the following:
1. Unhide ‘Template123’ by clicking the ‘Customize Logo’ button on the ‘Item Wizard - Setup’ ribbon.
2. Delete the existing logo using excel standard functionality.
3. Insert a picture into the worksheet and name it ‘CustomLogo’ and press ‘Enter’ (see screenshot
below):

4. Hide ‘Template123’ by clicking the ‘Customize Logo’ button on the ‘Item Wizard – Setup’ ribbon.
From this point on, all new sheets created using the ‘New Sheet’ button on the ‘Asset Wizard’ ribbon will
use the icon inserted above.
Click on this link to navigate to Common User Instructions: Customize the Template Sheet which will
provide details on modifying the Template.
Refer to section: Select Wizard Mode
Refer to section: Manage Templates
Refer to section: Profile Options

Template/Mode Types
Item Wizard now utilizes modes to determine what type of transaction you are performing with Oracle.
These modes will limit the fields available, showing only the fields needed for that transaction. These
transaction types are the following:
•

Items – Used for all standard Inventory functions, creating and updating Items.

•

Organization Assignment – Used to assign items to other inventory organizations.

•

UDA Items - Creates and updates Item Catalog UDA (User Defined Attribute) information.
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•

Description Translations – Enables the update of item descriptions for multiple languages on
mass.

•

Maintain Categories - Gives the user the power to Create and Update Categories (Category
assignment can be done in the main Item mode).

Before entering data into your worksheet, you first need to set up your worksheet with the appropriate
columns required for your transaction. For details on this please refer to the Manage Templates section.
After you have established your worksheet, there are three ways to populate information into the
worksheet:
a)

Import a file, type or paste data directly into the cells provided. Validation is performed when you
run the upload or open the data-entry forms.

b)

Use the data-entry forms to enter the data into the worksheet. Information is validated and lists of
values are available.
The More4Apps Wizard forms function in a similar way. Click on the following link to navigate to
Common User Instructions: Data Entry Forms

c) Download existing Items by using one of the following options:
•
•
•

Download Form.
Download using sheet data entered directly into the worksheet.
Custom Query Ribbon to run pre-defined queries.

For detailed instructions refer to the Download from Oracle Inventory section.
You can then use one of the methods above to update information prior to loading into Oracle.
Important Note:
By default a mode may show a minimal amount of columns. These can be changed through the Manage
Templates process. Refer to section: Manage Templates
Column names are stored in row 9. These are fixed and cannot be changed. DO NOT insert or delete
rows before row 11 (Row 10 – Defaults Values row). The case of the column names is not important but
spelling is. If you change the column name in row 9, you have in effect deleted the column as far as the
program is concerned. You can move the columns anywhere you like, hide, or even delete them if they
are not required. Whenever you open a form or run the upload, the program determines the positions
of all the ‘named’ columns. If you duplicate a column header, the first one will prevail (the program
searches from right to left).
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Create a Worksheet for the required Mode
Create a worksheet for the required mode by clicking the ‘Select Template’ icon on the Asset Wizard
ribbon:

The ‘Generate template’ form will open to select the required Mode:

If you have not already logged in, the Login screen will come up first asking you to Login.
section: Logging In and Out

Refer to

Create a new sheet, by clicking the ‘Create New’ button on the ‘Generate template’ form and this will open
a new worksheet.
In the new worksheet double-click on a row you wish to enter data and this will open the form, or
alternatively click the ‘Forms’ icon on the ribbon and select the required Form from the LOVs.
The following sections explain each Mode in detail.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:
section:

Item Mode
Organization Assignment Mode
UDA Items Mode
Description Translations Mode
Maintain Categories Mode

Using [BLANK] Functionality
You can make fields blank in Oracle by using the [BLANK] functionality in Item Wizard.
If you wish to override a field in Oracle with a null, you must enter ‘[BLANK]’ in the cell before you
upload. If the cell is left blank in the worksheet the API will not interpret this as a command to remove
the value from the database record and the value will persist.
Note - You cannot use this functionality on the following columns: Inventory Planning Method, Make or
Buy, Safety Stock Method or mandatory Category Set values.
You should not use this functionality on any mandatory field values.
Refer to section: Template/Mode Types
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Refer to section: Download from Oracle Inventory
Refer to section: Upload Inventory Item Information

Default Values
Row 10 of the Wizard is reserved for Default Values. Any data below Row 10 will be populated with
default values if they are blank. This occurs when validation is initiated on the worksheet and also when
the data entry form is opened.
Any values that exist in the Default Values (Row 10) where the column is hidden, will default to your data
entry rows.
Standard validation will apply if the defaulted value is not valid for the field.
Please note: The defaults will only apply if at least one column in that section already contains data
Default data can be derived from either:
Any manually entered value

A formula i.e. =TODAY()

A Profile Option i.e. PROFILE: <Profile Name>

You can also use a mixture of value, formula and profile.
Note: A PROFILE query must be prefixed with PROFILE: otherwise an error will be returned.
<Profile Name> is the profile name and not the 'User Profile Name' value. For example: the profile: GL
Ledger ID has a profile name of 'GL_SET_OF_BKS_ID'

Upload Columns - Create Vs Update
Upload columns are a method we use to control when we are performing a certain transaction in the
Wizard. These columns have the following options unless specified otherwise below:
•

Create
Sets the section the column resides in to create the data in that section. The Wizard will not assume
other sections are also being created.
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•

Create All
When set at the top level of the data hierarchy this will default down the sections. Effectively making
all sections set to Create. This will also work if set half-way down the data hierarchy but will not set
the actions up the hierarchy.

•

Update
Sets the section the column resides in to update the data in that section. The wizard will not assume
other sections are also being updated.

•

Update All
When set at the top level of the data hierarchy this will default down the sections. Effectively making
all sections set to Update. This will also work if set half-way down the data hierarchy but will not
set the actions up the hierarchy.

In Item Wizard the following sections contain an upload Mode/Action column:
•

Items
o
o
o
o

•

Item Upload Mode
Catalog Upload Mode
Category Upload Mode
Revision Upload Mode

Organization Assignment
o Assign Action
o Only Contains the ‘Assign’ option

•

Maintain Categories
o Upload Action
o Only contains the ‘Create’ and ‘Update’ option

•

UDA Items
o Item UDA Upload Mode
o Contains ‘Create’, ‘Update’ and ‘Delete’ options

•

Description Translations
o Languages Upload Mode
o Only contains the ‘Update’ option

These upload modes/actions are taken into account when performing either a validate or an upload.
This is a requirement of the item interface tables; the Wizard must tell the interface if the item is being
created or updated.
Create Actions
This action will only specify the transaction type for the section it resides in. If there are more than
one section required as a part of the Create transaction you may populate other upload mode/actions
with Create as well.
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Logic has been applied to these columns when populating with certain transaction types. For example,
you cannot have an Item being created while you are updating a section lower in the hierarchy as this
record in theory will not exist yet.

Create All Actions
‘Create All’ can be used at the highest section in the sheet. When the record is processed in a Validate
or Upload, any lower sections will be defaulted to the same transaction type.

If there are already transactions specified in any lower sections, they will not be overwritten as the Wizard
will have assumed the user populated it.
Update Actions
The Update action functions the same way as the Create however the logic is reversed. When Update
is supplied at the header level of the data structure you may have either ‘Update’ or ‘Create’ at lower
sections.
Update All Actions
‘Update All’ will function the same as the ‘Create All’ option where it will default down every section with
an upload mode/action. The only difference is the logic in which the wizard validates the columns.
For example, if ‘Update All’ is supplied in the header section and ‘Create’ is at the lower sections this
will be accepted by the wizard validation. ‘Update’ and ‘Update All’ will only fail when the record being
updated does not yet exist.
You must run the Create and Update processes separately
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Due to constraints within the Oracle Interface you cannot update Item and create Item at the same time.
To update items, you must be in ‘Update’ action when you submit the Item Import Concurrent Program(s).
Likewise, when creating new items, you must be in ‘Create’ action when you submit the Item Import
Concurrent Program(s).
Refer to section: Upload Inventory Item Information
Refer to section: Submit Item Import Concurrent Program(s)

Template/Mode Types
The Wizard can either be run with secure templates defined by your System Administrator, or by using
the pre-defined modes without implementing templating.
For more information on templating refer to section: Manage Templates
Using the Wizard without Templating:
Item Wizard has different default layouts predefined for each mode. You choose the mode depending on
the data upload you are performing. Each mode contains the necessary fields available for the functionality
selected.
Important Note:
By default, new sheets created for each mode will contain the more commonly used EBS columns
for each section, which can infer if the field you require is not in the worksheet it’s not yet available.
More4Apps Wizards contain almost all available fields, see here on how to determine if the Wizard does
already have the column implemented:
Click the ‘Select Template’ icon on the Item Wizard ribbon:

The ‘Generate template’ form will open. Select the applicable ‘Mode’ value from the list:

Click the ‘Create All Columns’ button to generate a new worksheet containing all available columns in
the Wizard for the selected mode.
Now you can simply copy the columns you require from this worksheet to your own worksheets. Note
these additional columns may be ignored when using Templating and they do not exist in the template
definition.
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The modes available are Items, Organization Assignment, UDA Items, Description Translations and
Maintain Categories.

Before entering data into your worksheet, you first need to setup up your worksheet with the appropriate
columns required for your record. For details on this please refer to the Set up the Worksheet section.
After you have established your worksheet, there are four ways to populate information into the
worksheet:
a) Import, type or paste data directly into the cells provided. Validation is performed when you run the
upload, validate or open the Item form.
b) Use the ‘Item Form’ to enter the data into the worksheet. Data is validated and lists of values are
available.
c) Use the download functions, to download existing Items and Categories from Oracle Inventory. You
can then use method (a) or (b) above to update the information or create new records.
d) Download the information from the Interface table. You can then use method (a) or (b) above to
update the information.
You can then use one of the methods above to update information prior to loading into Oracle. For detailed
instructions refer to the Download from Oracle Inventory section.

Column names are stored in row 9. These are fixed and cannot be changed. DO NOT insert or delete
rows before row 11 (Default Values row 10). The case of the column names is not important but
spelling is. If you change the column name in row 9, you have in effect deleted the column as far as the
program is concerned. You can move the columns anywhere you like, hide, or even delete them if they
are not required. Whenever you open a form or run the upload, the program determines the positions
of all the ‘named’ columns. If you duplicate a column header, the first one will prevail (the program
searches from right to left).
Create a Worksheet for the required Mode
Create a worksheet for the required mode by clicking the ‘Select Template’ icon on the Item Wizard ribbon:

The ‘Generate template’ form will open to select the required Mode:
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If you have not already logged in, the Login screen will come up first asking you to Login.
section: Logging In and Out

Refer to

Create a new sheet, by clicking the ‘Create New’ button on the ‘Generate template’ form and this will
open a new worksheet.
In the new worksheet double-click on a row you wish to enter data and this will open the form, or
alternatively click the ‘Forms’ icon on the ribbon and select the required Form from the LOVs.
The following sections explain each Mode in detail.
Refer
Refer
Refer
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section:

Item Mode
Organization Assignment Mode
UDA Items Mode
Description Translations Mode
Maintain Categories Mode

Item Mode
The primary mode for the Wizard is the ‘Items’ mode. This mode can be used to create and update
both master and organization level items using the Oracle Interface tables, create revisions and assign
categories/catalogs to items.
Once the sheet has been created, open the Items form by positioning your cursor on the row you wish
to contain the Item data (below row 10). Then either double-click in one of the cells in the worksheet
or click on the ‘Forms’ icon on the ribbon.

The ‘Available Forms’ will display with the LOVs available for the required form (in this case ‘Items’).
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The ‘Items’ form will display. This form is used to enter information into the worksheet and validate
the information.

The fields displayed are the columns that were on the active sheet when the Wizard was initialized. You
can enter data directly into the form and use the list of values supplied. Click on the tabs to navigate
between sections:
•

Item Upload Action - Determines if you are creating or updating an item. For more information
on this refer to the Upload Columns - Create Vs Update section.

•

Yellow fields are mandatory.

•

White fields are optional.

•

Fields will be highlighted in Red if they contain an invalid value.

•

You can use the List of Values to pick a value or simply type directly into the field. Use the tabs
across the top of the form to navigate to different sections.

•

When you click on the OK button the information will be written to the worksheet.

•

If you click on the Cancel button the information will not be written to the worksheet.

Display Attributes
Item attributes can be controlled at either the master or organization level. This is set up in Oracle
EBS in the following form:
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In the Wizard if a field that has Master Level control is modified at the Organization level the Wizard
will error the field as shown.

This validation is also applicable in the user forms when modifying values.
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Template is a defined set of attribute values. When you apply a template to an item, you overlay or
default in the set of attribute values to the item definition. While updating the item with different
template, please remove other sections, and leave the Items section with columns Item Process
Message, Item Transaction ID, Item Upload Action, Organization Code, Template, Item Number, Copy
From Item and Description.
Refer
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Generate Item Number
Descriptive Flexfields
Key Flexfields
Category
Catalog
Revisions

Generate Item Number
The Item Wizard Custom Package enables customized Item Number generation. To use this functionality,
you would need to set out your data like the following:

You need to set “More4Apps: IW Enable Item Number Generation” profile in oracle to ‘Yes’.
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This data layout is the bare minimum, you can enter as many fields as you wish, all we require is the
Item upload Action be set to ‘Create’, an organization and description is provided, and the Item field is
left blank.
In the custom package you will have entered your own PL/SQL to generate your item numbers based on
any varying combinations, sequences or SQL.
Next, upload the data as per the standard upload process. Once validation and load have completed you
will notice the Item Number field has been generated and populated in the sheet.

Next submit the concurrent program and refresh the sheet. The status will then change to Accepted,
as long as no errors have occurred.

Refer to the Custom Package section of this document for instructions on how to initiate this feature.
Refer
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Display Attributes
Descriptive Flexfields
Key Flexfields
Category
Catalog
Revisions

Descriptive Flexfields
To locate the ‘Item DFF’ form or ‘Global Item DFF’ sections of the user form, go to the end of the user
forms list of tabs. At the far right the Item DFF or Global DFF tabs can be located. This is assuming the
sections are on the sheet.

The fields will be displayed according to your Flexfield definition.
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Item DFF form:

Global Item DFF form:
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Depending on your set up in Oracle, you may need to select a ‘Context’ from the LOVs and then click
‘Change’ (before the individual segments will display).
Even if you are not using the Context field, include it for all loads otherwise the DFF may not load ie if
the Context column is missing from the sheet any values entered in the associated Attribute fields will be
ignored and not uploaded to the interface. The column must exist even if it has no data.
Ensure to also include the columns on the sheet that pertain to the attributes set up in Oracle. For
example, if you have DFFs set up for Attributes 1,4 and 6 then ensure columns Item Attribute1, Item
Attribute4 and Item Attribute6 are on the sheet. If they are not on the sheet then they will appear
‘greyed out’ on the user forms.
Enter the information by typing into the fields or selecting from the lists of values.
• Select Ok to return to the Master Item form.
• Select Cancel to return to the Master Item form and cancel your changes.
This functionality is common to all of our tools.
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Display Attributes
Generate Item Number
Key Flexfields
Category
Catalog
Revisions

Key Flexfields
Fields containing Key Flexfields have the KFF icon

next to the field.

Example:

There are two instances of KFFs in Item Wizard. Fields that are searchable and are not essentially creating
a new value will appear as a dropdown list of values.
These will appear as follows:
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When creating new values using a KFF the following will appear:

Click on the icon and a form will open enabling you to pick the value of each segment.
information by typing into the fields or selecting from the lists of values.
Refer
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Display Attributes
Generate Item Number
Descriptive Flexfields
Category
Catalog
Revisions

Enter the
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Modifying Existing Categories
When modifying an existing category, the ‘Category Upload Action’ and ‘Item Upload Action’ need to be
set to ‘Update’ or ‘Update All’.

A value must then be entered into the ‘New Category’ field either by entering the value directly into the
worksheet or by opening the form and selecting from the list of values provided.
Note - The ‘New Category’ column must be in your worksheet for it to appear on the form as illustrated
below.

Once the form is closed then the values will be written to your worksheet.

After uploading and running the concurrent program the Category will be updated in Oracle along with
any other changes you have made to other columns.
Create a Category for an existing Item
If you are adding a Category to an existing item, then the ‘Category Upload Action’ must be ‘Create’ or
‘Create All’ as the Oracle interface expects this. Also the ‘Item Upload Action’ must be set to ‘Update’
or ‘Update All’ in this scenario.
After downloading the existing Item, open the form.
Note - The ‘New Category’ column is only used to Update an existing category. If any data is entered in
the ‘New Category’ column this will be ignored by the interface when uploading into Oracle.
On the Category form select the appropriate upload action then specify the set/category.
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Select ‘Ok’ on the form to write the data into your worksheet.
The Wizard requires the ‘Organization Code’ and ‘Item Number’ on your worksheet but the other item
details are not required.
Run the Submit Item Import Concurrent Program to transfer the data into Oracle.
Refer
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Catalog
A ‘Catalog’ can only be set up against a master item and only one Catalog can exist for that master
item.
Ensure that a catalog has been selected from the main item section of the Wizard before choosing your
catalog elements.

If you are modifying an existing Catalog the ‘Catalog Upload Action’ must be ‘Update’.

Select the Catalog elements from the list of values provided.
Once the form is closed then the values will be written to your worksheet. You can alternatively enter
the details directly into the worksheet.
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After uploading and running the concurrent program the Catalog will be updated in Oracle along with
any other changes you have made to the item.
Refer
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Revisions
When an item is created, a revision record is automatically created by Oracle. An existing revision can
be modified by adding a description or changing the revision date if it has not become effective yet.
To manage revisions the following columns are required at a minimum:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Item Upload Action
Organization Code
Item Number
Description
Revision Upload Action
Revision
Revision Label
Effective Date

Please note that all status and message columns for the Item and revision sections are also required. This
can be set up simply using templating. For information on this please see the Manage Templates section.
Create a New Revision
If you are adding a new revision to an existing item then the ‘Revision Upload Action’ must be ‘Create’ as
the Oracle interface expects this. You don’t have to put any action in the ‘Item Upload Action’.
After downloading the existing item, open the ‘Revision’ form.
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For the ‘Revision Upload Action’ select ‘Create’ and enter your new revision and the date accordingly.

Revision Numbers (as per the Oracle user guide) – “Enter an alphanumeric revision for the item. You
can use letters, numbers, and characters (such as *, &, and #) to label revisions. Letters are always in
upper case and numbers may include decimals. To ensure that revisions sort properly, decimals should
always be followed by a number. Valid revisions can include: A, B, 01, 02, A1, B1, 1A, 1B, 0.0, 0.1,
A.0, A.1, and so on. Revisions are sorted according to ASCII rules. Each revision must be greater than
the previous revision. Therefore, you cannot use revision 10 after revision 9 because, according to
ASCII sorting, 10 precedes 9.
The value you entered in the Starting Revision field in the Organization Parameters window displays as
the starting revision for the item.
For revisions that have the same Effective Date, the revisions sort in descending order starting with the
last revision you entered."
Select ‘Ok’ on the form to write the data into your worksheet.
In ‘Create’ mode you will not be able to update any of the item details; subsequently if the item data
needs correction then you should undertake a separate upload for this purpose.
The Wizard requires the ‘Organization Code’ and ‘Item Number’ on your worksheet but the other item
details are not required.
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Upload the record. When submit the concurrent program select ‘Create New Items’ in the Create or
Update Items parameter.
Run the Submit Item Import Concurrent Program to transfer the data into Oracle.

Download All the Revisions
When you download an item via ‘Download using sheet data’, the item and its current revision will be
downloaded. To download all the revisions, you have to use the ‘Download Form’.
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In the Download Form, select ‘Yes’ in the ‘Download all Revisions’ field. This will download all the Revisions.
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Organization Assignment Mode
This mode is used to enable your item in all Organizations under the master organizations or you can
choose to enable your item in specific organizations.
The mode has two sections:
1. The ‘Items’ section is used to designate the item you are assigning to.
2. The ‘Assign’ section will be used to designate Organization Assignment you are assigning to that
item.
Refer to section: Item User Form
Refer to section: Assign Form
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Refer to section: Download Organization Assignment
Refer to section: Upload Org Assignments

Item User Form
The Item user form in this mode is used to enter information into the worksheet and validate the
information.
To open the user form, double-click in a cell in the Items section, on the row you wish to populate the
Item data (must be below row 10).

The following is an example of the Items user form:

The fields displayed are the columns that were on the active sheet when the Wizard was initialized.
You can enter data directly into the form and use the list of values supplied. In this mode the Master
Organization and the Item Number are mandatory.
Ensure to select an Organization and search for an Item you wish to load.
Refer to section: Assign Form
Refer to section: Download Organization Assignment
Refer to section: Upload Org Assignments
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Assign Form
As mentioned in the section above, to open the Assign form, double-click in a cell in the Languages section
on the row you wish to populate the Assign data (must be below row 10).
This form is used to enter the Assign Organization for the item. An example of the form can be seen below:

Assign Action will determine if the row to be assigned or not. Primary UOM will be defaulted from the
Item. Enter the Organization you want to assign to in ‘Assign to Organization’.
When these are populated along with the item and organization from the previous section the record
can be uploaded.

Refer to section: Item User Form
Refer to section: Download Organization Assignment
Refer to section: Upload Org Assignments

Download Organization Assignment
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Using the item and organization columns you can specify values in the sheet columns. Then select the
‘Download using sheet data’ option on the Wizard to download based on the criteria on the sheet.

This download option has two sources:

•

‘Organization Assignment’ - Downloads all the organizations already assigned to this item.

•

‘Not Assigned Organization’ – Downloads all the organizations not assigned to this item.

For example – Download source ‘Organization Assignment’:

This will download all items that begin with ‘AA’ and are in Master Organization ‘V1’ which are already
assigned to child organization. This would then download as shown below.
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For example – Download source ‘Not Assigned Organization’:

This will download all items that begin with ‘AA’ and are in Master Organization ‘V1’ which are not assigned
to any child organization. This would then download as shown below.
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Item User Form
Assign Form
Download Organization Assignment
Upload Org Assignments

Upload Org Assignments
To upload Org Assignments, ensure the steps were followed in the previous sections for entering data
for the Item and Assign sections.
When all data has been entered you can then use the upload options available in the Wizard ribbon.
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‘Upload Selected’ will load all data on the sheet that is selected with the cursor. Whereas ‘Upload All’ will
load all data on the current sheet.
When a record has been downloaded via ‘Not Org Assignment’ source, prior to upload it may look
something like this:

Keep the rows that you want to assign to and remove other rows that you don’t want to assign to.
Enter ‘Assign’ in the Assign field for those rows you want to assign to and upload the record.

Organization assignment uses API to update. Unassigned to organization is not available in the API.
(Alternatively, if you have just created the Item in the Item Master in the Item mode you could simply
copy and paste the rows in the worksheet as long as the worksheet layout is the same).
• Clear out the Item ID and any Status columns (you can use the ‘Clear Status Columns’ icon on the
Item Wizard ribbon).
• Change the Organization Code to the new organization code and change any data which may
be different based on the Organization code. For example the GL segments may be different
between organizations.
Optionally, you can clear the attributes controlled at the master level. If you do not clear them
you will get warning messages, however the item will still load correctly. This rule applies for
categories if held at the master level and the catalog information which is held at master level
only.
Ensure the worksheet is in ‘Create’ mode.
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• Upload the item and run the Submit Item Import Concurrent Program(s).
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UDA Items Mode
In the UDA Items mode, you can able to download an Item UDA physical item attributes and able to
create, update attributes or delete the attributes.
This mode has two sections:
1. The ‘Items’ section is used to designate the item you are updating.
2. The ‘Item Catalog UDA’ section will be used to designate the UDAs you are updating/adding/deleting
to that item.
Refer
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Items Form
Item Catalog UDA Form
Download Item Catalog UDA
Upload item Catalog UDA

Items Form
The Item’s user form in this mode is used to enter information into the worksheet and validate the
information.
To open the user form, double-click in a cell in the Items section, on the row you wish to populate the
category data (must be below row 10).

The following is an example of the Items user form:
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The fields displayed are the columns that were on the active sheet when the Wizard was initialized. You
can enter data directly into the form and use the list of values supplied. Ensure to select an organization
and search for an item you wish to load.
Refer to section: Item Catalog UDA Form
Refer to section: Download Item Catalog UDA
Refer to section: Upload item Catalog UDA

Item Catalog UDA Form
As mentioned in the section above, to open the Item Catalog UDA form, double-click in a cell in the
Item Catalog UDA section on the row you wish to populate the Catalog UDA attributes data (must be
below row 10).
This form is used to enter the Item Catalog UDA information for the item. An example of the form can
be seen below.
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If previously you downloaded your UDA Categories first (See the Download Item Catalog UDA section),
and there are some attributes you wish to load, enter the Item UDA attributes for upload.
When these are populated along with the Item from the previous section the record can be uploaded.
Refer to section: Items Form
Refer to section: Download Item Catalog UDA
Refer to section: Upload item Catalog UDA

Download Item Catalog UDA
In some ways it is easier to download your current UDA first.

Download using Sheet Data
Using the Organization Code and Item columns you can specify values in the sheet columns. Then using
the download ribbon option, it will download based on the criteria on the sheet. For example:
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This will download all Item Catalog UDA’s that begin with ‘M4A%’ and belongs to ‘Organization Code’ of
‘V1’. This would then download as shown below:

Refer to section: Items Form
Refer to section: Item Catalog UDA Form
Refer to section: Upload item Catalog UDA

Upload Item Catalog UDA
To upload Item Catalog UDA, ensure the steps were follow in the previous sections for entering data for
the Items and Item Catalog UDA sections.
When all data has been entered you can then use the upload options presented in the Wizard ribbon.

‘Upload Selected’ will load all data in the sheet that is selected with the cursor. Whereas ‘Upload All’ will
load all data on the current sheet.
When a record has been downloaded prior to upload it may look something like this:

Enter the Item Catalog UDA attributes in the ‘Item Catelog UDA’ sections and state if it is an Update,
Create or Delete in the ‘Item UDA Upload Action’.

From here the upload can be initiated. Any errors in the upload will be printed with an Error status,
otherwise if the record successfully loaded it will show an Accepted status.
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Refer to section: Items Form
Refer to section: Item Catalog UDA Form
Refer to section: Download Item Catalog UDA

Description Translations Mode
This mode is used to load different item description language translations.
New languages cannot be added to items in this mode. Only languages that are available on your
installation of Oracle EBS will be available.
This mode has two sections:
1. The ‘Items’ section is used to designate the item you are updating.
2. The ‘Languages’ section will be used to designate the languages you are updating/adding to that
item.
Refer
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Item User Form
The Item user form in this mode is used to enter information into the worksheet and validate the
information.
To open the user form, double-click in a cell in the Items section, on the row you wish to populate the
Item data (must be below row 10).

The following is an example of the Items user form:
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The fields displayed are the columns that were on the active sheet when the Wizard was initialized. You
can enter data directly into the form and use the list of values supplied. In this mode only the master
organizations can have a language translation as the description is relational with any organization level
items. Ensure to select an Organization Code and search for an Item Number you wish to load.
Refer to section: Languages Form
Refer to section: Download Translations
Refer to section: Upload Languages

Languages Form
As mentioned in the section above, to open the Languages form double-click in a cell in the Languages
section on the row you wish to populate the Item data (must be below row 10).
An example of the form can be seen below:
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If previously you downloaded your item first (See the Download Translations section), and there are some
languages you do not want to load, you can leave the ‘Languages Upload Action’ field empty. The Wizard
will then ignore that language for upload.
Mandatory fields in this form include the ‘Language’ and ‘Description’. The ‘Language’ list of values will
only populate with the available languages in the Oracle EBS instance.
When these are populated along with the item and organization from the previous section the record
can be uploaded.
Refer to section: Item User Form
Refer to section: Download Translations
Refer to section: Upload Languages

Download Translations
In some ways it is easier to download your current translations first. To do this, the mode offers two
methods to download. These two options can be found in the Wizard ribbon.

Download using Sheet Data
Using the item and organization columns you can specify values in the sheet columns. Then using the
download ribbon option, it will download based on that criteria in the sheet. For example:

This will download all items that begin with ‘AS’ and are in Organization ‘V1’. This would then download
as shown below:

Download Form
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Alternatively, the Download Form can be used to download your languages directly into the spreadsheet.
Using the Wizard ribbon, click the Download icon and select Download Form.
This will open the following form:

This form gives the option to download based on the depicted fields. Once the desired values are entered
click the ‘Download’ button on the form and the retrieved values will be downloaded to the sheet.
Refer to section: Item User Form
Refer to section: Languages Form
Refer to section: Upload Languages

Upload Languages
To upload languages, ensure the steps were followed in the previous sections for entering data for the
item and language section.
When all data has been entered you can then use the upload options available in the Wizard ribbon.

‘Upload Selected’ will load all data in the sheet that is selected with the cursor. Whereas ‘Upload All’ will
load all data on the current sheet.
When a record has been downloaded prior to upload it may look something like this:

If only the Spanish Description required modification, you would set the ‘Languages Upload Action’ to
‘Update’ then make the changes to the ‘Description’.
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From here the upload can be initiated. Any errors in the upload will be printed with an Error status,
otherwise if the record successfully loaded it will show an Accepted status.

Refer to section: Item User Form
Refer to section: Languages Form
Refer to section: Download Translations

Maintain Categories Mode
You can define an unlimited number of categories and group subsets of your categories into category
sets in this mode.
This mode has two sections:
1. The ‘Categories’ section is used to designate the categories you are creating or updating.
2. The ‘Item Categories’ section will be used for descriptive flexfields.
Refer
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Categories Form
Categories DFF Form
Download Categories
Upload Categories

Categories Form
The Categories user form in this mode is used to enter information into the worksheet and validate the
information.
To open the user form, double-click in a cell in the Categories section, on the row you wish to populate
the category data (must be below row 10).
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The following is an example of the Categories form:

The fields displayed are the columns that were on the active sheet when the Wizard was initialized. You
can enter data directly into the form and use the list of values supplied. Upload Action, Structure Name
and Category are mandatory fields.
Refer to section: Categories DFF Form
Refer to section: Download Categories
Refer to section: Upload Categories

Categories DFF Form
As mentioned in the section above, to open the Categories DFF form, double-click in a cell in the Categories
DFF section on the row you wish to populate the Categories data (must be below row 10).
This form is used to enter the Categories DFF information for the item. An example of the form can
be seen below:
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If previously you downloaded your Categories first (see the Download Categories section), and there are
some DFF you wish to load, enter the DFF for upload.
When these are populated along with the categories from the previous section the record can be uploaded.
Refer to section: Categories Form
Refer to section: Download Categories
Refer to section: Upload Categories

Download Categories
In some ways it is easier to download your current Categories first. To do this, the mode offers two
methods to download. These two options can be found on the Wizard ribbon.

Download using Sheet Data
Using the Structure Name and Category columns you can specify values in the sheet columns. Then using
the download ribbon option, it will download based on that criteria in the sheet. For example,
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This will download all categories that begin with ‘AUTO’ and belongs to ‘Allocation Class’. This would then
download as shown below:

Download Form
Alternatively, the Download Form can be used to download your Categories directly into the spreadsheet.
Using the Wizard ribbon, click the Download icon and select Download Form.
This will open the following form:
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This form gives the option to download based on the depicted fields. Once the desired values are entered
click the ‘Download’ button on the form and the retrieved values will be downloaded to the sheet.
Refer to section: Categories Form
Refer to section: Categories DFF Form
Refer to section: Upload Categories

Upload Categories
To upload languages, ensure the steps were follow in the previous sections for entering data for the
Categories and Categories DFF section.
When all data has been entered you can then use the upload options available on the Wizard ribbon.

‘Upload Selected’ will load all data in the sheet that is selected with the cursor. Whereas ‘Upload All’ will
load all data on the current sheet.
When a record has been downloaded prior to upload it may look something like this.

If only the ‘Facilities.Flooring’ required inactive, then you would set the ‘Upload Action’ to ‘Update’ then
make the changes to the ‘Inactive On’ as shown below.
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From here the upload can be initiated. Any errors in the upload will be printed with an Error status,
otherwise if the record successfully loaded it will show an Accepted status.

Refer to section: Categories Form
Refer to section: Categories DFF Form
Refer to section: Download Categories

Download from Oracle Inventory
The Download function enables you to download existing Oracle Inventory Item information into the
worksheet. This information can then be modified to create new items or to update existing items.
Note - If you download a set of data, then place your cursor above this data on the worksheet and
undertake another download, the second download will push the other data down the sheet that was
downloaded first.
TIP: Item Wizard has a lot of columns and it is sometimes hard to know what data goes where. A
download is a fast and effective way to examine an existing item and determine what data goes in what
column. Alternatively, you could use templating or copy item functionality.
Item Wizard provides you with three methods of downloading items into your worksheet:
•

Method 1 - Use the Download Form which provides multiple criteria for you to target the required
price lists.
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•

Method 2 – Use the Download Organization Items from Sheet option and enter multiple criteria
into your worksheet to download based on the data entered. Downloading via the interface table
is included in this option.

•

Method 3 – Use the Custom Query option. This feature allows users to run pre-defined queries
created by their Administrators where they are assigned to the same Oracle Responsibility being
used in the Wizard.

Please note that Item Wizard does contain five different modes. For the sake of simplicity, we will
demonstrate the functionality for the Items mode when downloading as this is the primary mode of
Item Wizard. Downloading in all modes are conducted the same way. However, the Download from
interface is only available for the Items Mode.
Furthermore, the Organization Assignment mode does not have a download due to its functionality being
purely designed for assigning items to other inventory organizations.
Refer to section: Download Form
Refer to section: Download Organization Items from Sheet
Refer to section: Download Sources/From Interface

Download Form
To use this method click the ‘Download’ icon and select ‘Download Form’ on the Item Wizard ribbon.

The following ’Download Form’ will open:
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Enter search criteria to download the relevant Items:
o Select the Download button to start downloading records into the worksheet.
o Select the Clear button to clear out any existing search criteria.
o Select the Cancel button to cancel the download and return to the worksheet.
Refer to section: Download from Oracle Inventory
Refer to section: Download Organization Items from Sheet
Refer to section: Download Sources/From Interface

Download Organization Items from Sheet
To date the Item Wizard ‘Download using sheet data’ only has the following fields available as filters:
Item Mode
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organization Code
Item Number
Engineering Item
Planning time Fence
Planned Time Fence Days
Demand Time Fence
Demand Time Fence Days
Release Time Fence
Category Set
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•

Category

Organization Assignment Mode
•
•

Organization Code
Item Number

UDA Items Mode
•
•

Organization Code
Item Number

Description Translations Mode
•
•
•

Organization Code
Item Number
Description

Maintain Categories Mode
•
•

Structure Name
Category

Please note that the Organization Assignment mode does not have a download due to its functionality
being purely designed for assigning items to other inventory organizations.
To perform a download using sheet data there must be values in the corresponding columns mentioned
above. If there is data in other columns that are not supported for download using sheet data, they will
be ignored on download.
Enter values in the sheet that you wish to download by. As shown below in the Wizard you can apply
multiple filters in one download.

Highlight the rows you wish to filter the download by and select the ‘Download’ option in the Item Wizard
ribbon, followed by the ‘Download using sheet data’ option.

**Applicable only to the Items Mode.
When performing the download via sheet at this step in the download another window will appear, ‘Select
Download Source’. For more information on this please refer to the Download Sources section.
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When the download is complete you will be encountered with a window asking if you would like the clear
download criteria.

Click ‘Yes’ when you do not require the previous download filters. On the other hand, click ‘No’ if you
would like to retain the filter criteria in the sheet.
The download then prints all data found with the applied filters to the sheet.

Refer to section: Download from Oracle Inventory
Refer to section: Download Form
Refer to section: Download Sources/From Interface

Download Sources/From Interface
With the new Item Wizard we have introduced download sources. When in the Items mode of Item
Wizard, when a ‘Download using sheet data’ is performed a window will appear before running the
queries.
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This will ask what source you wish to download from. In this instance we can either download from the
standard MTL_SYSTEM_ITMES tables or we can download from the inventory interface table or from
the Revision Interface table.
For the standard inventory download select ‘Items’ and for downloading from the interface select
‘Interface Download’.
Refer to section: Download from Oracle Inventory
Refer to section: Download Form
Refer to section: Download Organization Items from Sheet

Custom Query
Item Wizard has our latest flexible downloading option available in a separate ‘Custom Query’ tab in the
Item Wizard ribbon.

Refer to section: Custom Query Ribbon for more information on each button.
This feature allows users to run pre-defined queries created by their Administrators where they are
assigned to the same Oracle Responsibility being used in the Wizard.
This powerful download option enables the simple mapping of Oracle E-Business Suite data directly into
the appropriate Wizard columns, making subsequent uploading a breeze.
The pre-defined queries can include run-time filters or you can add you own additional filters before
downloading the data.

There are three main user buttons available on the Downloader ribbon:

a) Download Form - Where additional filters can be added using a form.
b) Download from Sheet - Where sheet criteria is used for additional download filters.
c) Print Column Headers - Where the column headers are printed to the worksheet.
Note - The other two buttons in the 'Manage Queries' section on the ribbon are only available to users
with System Administrator access:
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Information on how to use these options to Create, Maintain, and Assign Query Sets, can be
found on the More4Apps website Common User Instructions: Custom Query Add-In
This functionality can be suppressed by setting the profile option ‘More4Apps: IW Suppress Custom Query
Functionality’ to ‘Yes’ at the user, responsibility or site level.
When this profile option is set (at the appropriate level) selection of any downloader icon will produce
a message of ‘The downloader functionality has been disabled by your System Administrator. Please
contact your System Administrator’.
Refer to section: Custom Query - Download Form
Refer to section: Custom Query - Download from Sheet
Refer to section: Custom Query - Print Header

Custom Query - Download Form
Use the Download form to select a pre-defined query to run where you want to use additional filters that
don't exist in the query definition.
1. Select ‘Download Form’ option from the Custom Query ribbon.

2. Choose the Query Set from the dropdown list provided.

3. On the ‘Settings’ tab indicate if you will be using existing Column Headers and if so in what row
they are held. If using your existing worksheet they will be in Row 9.
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4. Add a filter first and then complete the appropriate details in the filter fields for each query and click
the ‘Add’ button to create the run-time filter.

The filter will be added to the filter box and you can add more filters as required or you can choose
to enter no filters.
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5. Click the ‘Download’ button to retrieve the records based on your selected Query Set.
Note - To ensure data is downloaded into the appropriate columns in the sheet, ensure your System
Administrator uses column aliases in the select statement that map exactly to Wizard columns.
For example, this Wizard column can be aliased using either of these formats:

select name "Batch Name" from gl_je_batches
select name batch_name from gl_je_batches
Refer to section: Custom Query - Download from Sheet
Refer to section: Custom Query - Print Header

Custom Query - Download from Sheet
Use the 'Download using sheet data' option to select a pre-defined query to run where you want to use
additional filters by using data entered in Wizard columns:
1.

If the worksheet doesn’t already have the column headings, follow the step below, otherwise skip
to Step 2.
Select ‘Print Column Headers’ option from the Downloader ribbon.
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Select the ‘Query Set’ and confirm the row number to print the headings on:

Click ‘Continue’ to print the column headings from your Query Set into the nominated row.
Note – If copying into a More4Apps Wizard, the Column Headings MUST be on Row 9.
2.

Click on a blank row below the column headings. Be sure to click below the ‘Default Values’ (Row
10) if you are intending to download the data into a More4Apps Wizard template.

3.

If you want to apply a filter to your download, enter the details in the appropriate column of your
worksheet and highlight the rows covering these details as shown in the following screenshot.
Enter your filter data in the appropriate wizard columns on the same row.
Example screenshot GL Wizard:

4.

Click the ‘Download from Sheet’ button on the Custom Query ribbon.

5.

Choose the appropriate pre-defined Query Set and click ‘Download’ to write the data to the
worksheet.
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Note – The column names used by the query are dictated by the ‘Setting’ tab of the ‘Download
Form’ as illustrated below. This should be 9 if you are downloading to a Wizard template.

Refer to section: Custom Query - Download Form
Refer to section: Custom Query - Print Header

Custom Query - Print Header
Use the 'Print Header' option to write the column names from the selected query into a worksheet. This
can be any worksheet and doesn't need to be in a Wizard format. It is a useful method to first create
column headers and then write data into the same sheet using either of the above 'Download' buttons.
1.

Create a new Worksheet.

2.

Click the 'Print Column Headers' button.

3.

Select the appropriate Query Set and Row number to print the headings in.

4.

Click 'Continue' to write the column headings.
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Note – Column headers are pasted into the nominated row commencing in column ‘A’.
5.

You can now use the download options to write information into the sheet.
Note the following:
(a) You will need to have your cursor below row 10.
(b) If you are using a ‘Non Wizard’ worksheet then you will need to dictate where you have
created the headings. For example in the screenshot above the headings will have been
written to row 1 so you need to ensure the query uses this row to determine the column
names. This is provided on the ‘Settings’ tab of the Download form.

Refer to section: Custom Query - Download Form
Refer to section: Custom Query - Download from Sheet

Upload Inventory Item Information
Because Item Wizard now has five different modes, it utilizes different interfaces to load data into
Oracle E-Business Suite.
The primary ‘Items’ mode uses the following interface tables:
MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_INTERFACE, MTL_ITEM_REVISIONS_INTERFACE,
MTL_ITEM_CATAGORIES_INTERFACE and MTL_DESC_ELEM_VAL_INTERFACE
To upload data into Oracle via these interfaces it requires a two step process:
1. Load all data into the Interface Tables.
2. Import the data from the Interface Table(s) into Oracle Inventory, Submit Item Import
Concurrent Program(s). Once this step has completed successfully you are able to view the
Item’s in Oracle Inventory.
Whereas, the other four modes in the Wizard (UDA’s, Languages, Categories and Org Assignments) use
public Oracle API’s. These are submitted differently and do not require Concurrent program submission.
Note - These instructions do not cover the uploading of attachments.
Refer to our Common User Instructions: Upload Attachments for details on how to upload attachments
or Refer to Section: Attachments
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:

Upload an Item(s) - Items Mode
Error Handling and Validation
Submit Item Import Concurrent Program(s)
Upload Columns - Create Vs Update

Upload an Item(s) - Items Mode
Place your cursor anywhere on a row containing the item information you wish to upload or select a range
of items using the cursor.
Check that the ‘Item Upload Action’ column is set correctly against the rows of data you are upload.
Refer to section: Upload Columns - Create Vs Update.
This will load all of the records for the items you have selected.
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The upload ignores records with an ‘Accepted’ status.
If any errors are encountered refer to the Error Handling and Validation section of this document.
Note - These instructions do not cover the uploading of attachments. Refer to our Common User
Instructions: Upload Attachments for details on how to upload attachments.
Refer to section: Error Handling and Validation
Refer to section: Submit Item Import Concurrent Program(s)
Refer to section: Upload Columns - Create Vs Update

Error Handling and Validation
There are three levels of validation:
•

Worksheet Validation - The Item Form validates the data using lists of values, date formats, field
lengths and some pre-defined field level validation.

•

Upload Validation - The upload process will perform the worksheet validation above as well as
return any errors when inserting into the interface tables.

•

Concurrent Program Validation – When the concurrent programs run they perform validation and
any errors or warning messages will be returned to the worksheet.

Data keyed directly into the worksheet (not via the Item Forms) will be validated when it is uploaded.
If you wish to check anything before it is uploaded, simply open the form. Alternatively you can run
the upload process in ‘Validate Only’ mode.
Refer
Refer
Refer
Refer

to
to
to
to

section:
section:
section:
section:

Process Status Columns
Correct Errors and Reload
Clear Status Columns
Submit Item Import Concurrent Program(s)

Process Status Columns
The Item, Catalog and Category Process Statuses are used to report the state of the transaction being
loaded.
Process Status Values
The valid Process Status values are as follows:

Status

Status Explanation

Validated

The transaction has been validated by the Wizard, but it has not been
inserted into the interface table.

Accepted

The transaction has been imported from the interface table and is now
available in Oracle Inventory.
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Error

The transaction has been rejected (by either the Wizard validation or
the Oracle interface programs). Refer to the message column.

Pending

The transaction has been validated by the Wizard and inserted into the
interface table.

Deleted

The transaction was loaded into the interface table but was
subsequently deleted.

Warning

All the information has been uploaded into Oracle Inventory and
produced a warning message in the specific Status column for the
user’s information.

Refer to section: Correct Errors and Reload
Refer to section: Clear Status Columns
Refer to section: Submit Item Import Concurrent Program(s)

Correct Errors and Reload
Rejected Message WHEN TRYING to Upload to the Interface Table
If you are trying to upload and have received an Error status, it is likely that the record has not been
inserted into the Interface Table. You can confirm this by checking the Interface ID column. If this is not
populated, then the record(s) will not have been inserted into the interface table.
In this situation:
•

Review the message in the associated message column (which will sometimes appear as a
comment on the message field).

•

Correct the information by either keying directly into the worksheet, or by opening the Item Form.

•

Upload the item information into the interface table. You can choose to upload one row, selected
rows or the entire worksheet.
Refer to Section: Upload Inventory Item Information.

Continue with the process by submitting the Item Import Concurrent Program(s).
Rejected Message AFTER uploading to the Interface Table
When your record has been uploaded into the Interface Table, you may receive an Error status after
running the Item Import Concurrent Program(s). You can confirm that your record is in the interface table
by checking that it has an Interface ID populated in the worksheet.
In this situation:
•

Review the message in the associated message column (which will sometimes appear as a comment
on the message field).

•

Delete the Item Information from the interface table. To do this use your cursor to select the item
and click the ‘Concurrent Processing’ icon and select Delete From Interface’ from the ribbon:
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•

Correct the information by either keying directly into the worksheet, or by opening the Item Form.

•

Upload the item information into the interface table. You can choose to upload one row, selected
rows or the entire worksheet.
Refer to Section: Upload Inventory Item Information.

•

Submit Item Import Concurrent Program(s).

Updating Item Information in the Interface Table
If for any reason you want to change the information after uploading to the interface table there is
functionality provided to do so.
The following steps need to be done prior to the Item Import Concurrent Program importing the information
into Oracle Inventory.
In this situation:
•

Delete the Item Information from the interface table. To do this use your cursor to select the item
and click the ‘Concurrent Processing’ icon and select ‘Delete From Interface’ from the ribbon.

•

Change the information by either keying directly into the worksheet or opening the Item form.

•

Upload the item information into the interface table. You can choose to upload one row, selected
rows or the entire worksheet.
Refer to Section: Upload Inventory Item Information.

•

Continue with the process by submitting the Item Import Concurrent Program(s) to import the
item(s).

Click here to watch ‘Updating and Deleting from the Interface’.
Refer to section: Process Status Columns
Refer to section: Clear Status Columns
Refer to section: Submit Item Import Concurrent Program(s)

Clear Status Columns
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You can use the ‘Clear Status Columns’ icon on the ribbon to clear out the status, message and ID column
for any Items.
This can be used to clean up the worksheet, transaction IDs.
It is particularly useful if you have copied records (previously loaded) that you want to use as the basis
for loading new records.
Use your cursor to select the records.

Click the ‘Clear Status Columns’ button.

Your records will now have the status information removed.

‘Clear Status Columns’ button will nor clear request ID and Process Set.
Refer to section: Process Status Columns
Refer to section: Correct Errors and Reload
Refer to section: Submit Item Import Concurrent Program(s)

Submit Item Import Concurrent Program(s)
Item Wizard submits the Item Import and Catalog Import concurrent programs. To be able to
submit these programs the responsibility (currently logged in), must have access to the Item Import
concurrent program. The function
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Submit Item Import Concurrent Program(s)
Once you have loaded your data into the interface table successfully, you are ready to import Item,
Category and Catalog information into Oracle Inventory.
Click the ‘Concurrent Processing’ icon and select ‘Submit Concurrent Program’.

The following form will appear:

The parameters are as follows:

Process Set (Mandatory) – defaults from the sheet.
Organization Code (Mandatory) – Choose the organization to load the items for. If you are
loading master and child level items, you must load the master items first.
All Organization (Mandatory) – Select ‘Yes’ when loading for multiple child organizations. If you
choose ‘Yes’ and you are trying to create items for both master and child organizations at the same
time, the child records will fail.
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Create or update Items (Mandatory) – This will determine if you wish to create a new item or
updating an existing Item. This applies to Catalog and revision Sections.
Click the ‘Ok’ button.
The Item Import program will be submitted.

View your Concurrent Requests
To view your concurrent requests within Item Wizard, click on the ‘Concurrent Processing’ icon and
select ‘View Concurrent Request’ button or click ‘View Requests’ on that same pop up window.
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These can be also seen within the Oracle Applications Concurrent Requests form:

The concurrent programs submitted are appended so you know they have been submitted by a
More4Apps Wizard. The concurrent programs are named:
• Item Import process submitted by More4Apps Item Wizard (Import Items)
• Catalog Import process submitted by More4Apps Item Wizard (Item Catalog Group Element Open
Interface)
Refresh the Worksheet to view the Result
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Once your Concurrent Program(s) have finished running, you can refresh the worksheet to view the
result.
Click the ‘Concurrent Processing’ icon and select ‘Refresh Concurrent Status’.

Statuses and messages will be updated. You can also refer to the log file of the Concurrent Program
that ran.
Refer to section: Error Handling and Validation

Custom Package
Purpose of the Custom Package
Item Wizard provides functionality to enable automatic item number generation. Every transaction is
passed to the M4A_ITEMWIZARDCUSTOM package after all fields (excluding the item number) have
been validated.
This is ideal for situations where you want to use a sequence number to automatically generate part
or all of the item number (in the Master Organization). The generated item number is automatically
passed back to the Wizard for loading.
Modifying the custom package is optional; by default it will do nothing and the Wizard will function as
per normal.

Modify the Custom Package
Modifying the custom package will require technical knowledge of PL/SQL (i.e. a developer or DBA
resource); as well as functional knowledge to determine how the value should be generated.
Item Wizard uses a custom package for generating the item part number. This package name is
M4APS_ITEMWIZARDCUSTOM, the procedure GET_ITEM_NUMBER is used to generate item part
numbers.
To enable automatic item number generation you will need to modify this procedure with the logic
needed for your company. You will have received the files (M4APS_ITEMWIZARDCUSTOM.pkb and
M4APS_ITEMWIZARDCUSTOM.pks), within the IW_install.zip file. Make the necessary changes to
the M4APS_ITEMWIZARDCUSTOM.GET_ITEM_NUMBER procedure. Compile the package into the test
database and test thoroughly before compiling it into production.
The Wizard uses ID columns (rather than the user-friendly values) when doing the validation. The best
way to work out what values are passed to the validation is to create an Item (with a part number) and
see what is inserted into the MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS interface table.
Category information is held as record sets because you may load multiple Category sets with Category
values for the same Item. The Category record set accepts the Category Set and Category ID.
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Catalog information is held as record sets because you may load multiple Element/Element values for the
same Item. The actual Catalog ID is held against the item in the P_Item_Details.Catalog_ID row.
If this package is not modified the Wizard will run and this package will do nothing. In this case the item
number would have to be populated in the worksheet prior to upload.
Use the Custom Package
To use the custom package and generate the item number you have two steps:
• Set “More4Apps: IW Enable Item Number Generation” to ‘Yes’
•

Leave the Item field blank and let the validate process populate it (during upload).

Item Wizard will call M4A_ITEMWIZARD_CUSTOM.Get_Item_Number to generate an item number. This
package takes the data you have entered into Excel, validates it and then passes the validated information
to the custom package. The new item number will be returned to the worksheet.
This package will only be called if the Item Number field is blank and you are creating an item in the
master organization.

Ribbons
There are three ribbons for Item Wizard:
• Item Wizard – Setup Ribbon is used to help set up the Wizard.
• Item Wizard Ribbon is used to carry out functions when working in your workbook.
• Custom Query Ribbon is used to download records to Excel.
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The menus are also available using the right mouse click functionality within Excel. If you press the right
click mouse button you will see the Item Wizard ribbon options:

Refer to section: Item Wizard - Setup Ribbon
Refer to section: Item Wizard Ribbon
Refer to section: Custom Query Ribbon
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Item Wizard - Setup Ribbon
The following table provides a quick reference to the Item Wizard - Setup Ribbon and its functions.

Excel 2007 or Later

Icon
Setup Visibility

Description/Functionality
Once your set-up is done you may not want your users to change
the set-up so you can hide the setup ribbon.
There are three options:
Show at Start-up – The setup menu always appears.
Hide at Start-up – The setup menu is hidden but can be found
using:
View>Macros>Show_IW_Toolbars and click ‘Run’
Hide Permanently – The setup menu is hidden and cannot be
displayed. Revert back to a copy of the original workbook to
display the menu.

Login Method

You can choose one of three methods for logging in:
Standard Login – Will use single-sign-on where available.
Alternate Login – Will use application level sign-on.
Standard Login (SSO Bypass) - This login method is available
from Oracle EBS 11.5.9 onwards and can be used if you have SSO
installed but want to bypass the SSO mechanism. The user will
be authenticated to the internal FND_USERS table rather than the
external SSO.

Debug Upload

For the 5x ‘Debug Upload’ options mentioned below, the user will
be under instruction from More4Apps Support (used for Support
purposes only). The default value is ‘Debug off’ unless instructed
by More4Apps to change:
Debug off – Disables any of the above options that are enabled.
Debug mode – Turns on the More4Apps debug facility to generate
debug messages to assist with product troubleshooting.
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DB Trace mode – Generates a database trace for database
Version 9i.
End to End Trace – Database trace generated for performance
analysis and product troubleshooting.
End to End Trace Unlimited Size – This option allows the
maximum size of trace files created whilst debugging to become
unlimited. This resolves the scenario when trace files are too large
that they were being truncated.
A message box will be displayed when this option is chosen
allowing the user to cancel and not set the trace off:
“Please only use this under More4Apps advice. A very large trace
file may be created. If you are unsure, please use the End to End
Trace’ option rather than the ‘End to End Trace Unlimited Size’
option”.

Customize Logo

Show or Hide Template worksheet.
This sheet stores the current logo that is used by default in the
Wizard templates but can be changed at the user’s discretion.
Refer to section: Customize Logo

Store Password

You can protect your worksheet after data-entry to prevent further
changes. However, you must store the password in order to use
the upload/validate functions.
Click on this icon and store the password that you have used to
protect the worksheet.
For further information refer to
Common User Instructions: Worksheet Protection

Manage Templates

Export URL

Import URL

This icon provides options to create new templates or modify
attributes of existing templates.
Refer to section: Manage Templates

Export Login Configuration Settings to New Sheet.
The login configuration allows you to store links to multiple
instances of Oracle Applications. Create a new blank sheet (insert
worksheet) and click on this icon. The current login configuration
will be copied into cell A1. This can then be copied into another
workbook (into cell A1) and imported using the option below.

Import Login Configuration Setting from Current Setting.
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The login configuration that has been copied into cell A1 of the
current sheet will be used to set up the list of instances available in
this workbook.

Refer to section: Item Wizard Ribbon
Refer to section: Custom Query Ribbon

Item Wizard Ribbon
The following table provides a quick reference to the Item Wizard ribbon and its functions.

Excel 2007 or Later

Icon

Description/Functionality

Log In/Log Out

This will either log you into or out of EBS depending on your status
(terminate or reinstate your Oracle database connection).
The icon will change depending on your current status. If you are
currently logged in then the icon will show as ‘Log Out’. If you are
not logged in the icon will show as ‘Log In’.

About

The icon will display version and licencing information.
You need to click on this icon to load a new licence key or modify/
add a user of the Wizard.

Show/Hide Login Info

Select Template

This button toggles the display of the ‘Login Info' information on the
ribbon.

This icon will open the ‘Generate template’ form to select a
template created by your System Administrator.
This icon will change to display the type of template and template
name once selected.

New Sheet

A new worksheet will be created based on the selected template.
If the Template is invalid or not yet selected, the ‘Generate
template’ form will appear.
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Mode options are different types of transactions that can be carried
out using Item Wizard. Once an option is selected and the fields
customized you will only have the fields needed to carry out that
transaction.

Forms

The ‘Forms’ button opens the form for the mode chosen. For
example; if ‘Items’ mode is chosen then this button will show the
options pictured on the left for data entry.

Clear Status Columns

This icon enables you to remove status column information from
the worksheet:
Clear Status Columns – This only clears the Status Columns and
not the ID’s.
Clear Status and ID Columns – This clears the Status Columns
and ID’s. This functionality is helpful if you have downloaded an
existing record and would like to clear the ID’s to enable you to
use this as a template to create a new record.
Note – If a Wizard does not have ID columns and this option is
selected, a message will appear stating there are no ID columns
but all statuses have been cleared.

Normalization

Used for formatting data by adding duplicate parent rows based on
child rows and removing duplicate parent rows respectively.
Denormalise Data - The data is useful for when you need to sort
the data in Excel. Click the Denormalise button and it will duplicate
header data for the rows containing child data. Once you are finished
sorting the data then you can Normalise the data to remove the
duplicate headers and prepare it for upload.
Normalise Data - The data is used to prepare data for upload
in the Wizard, whether you’ve just Denormalised it for sorting or
imported the data from an external source with duplicate headers.
Normalisation will only affect sections that have children with
multiple rows of data.
Both functions will affect all the records on the active sheet.
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Validate

Choose whether to ‘Validate Selected’ or ‘Validate All’ to validate
transactions before they are uploaded into the interface table.
Refer to section: Upload Inventory Item Information

Upload

Upload Selected - The selected rows (as indicated by the cursor)
will be validated/loaded into the interface table.
Upload All - All rows in the worksheet (that have not already been
processed) will be validated/loaded into the interface table.
Background Upload Selected – The selected rows (as indicated
by the cursor) will validate then upload data via a concurrent
request. When using this option the Wizard will automatically
create a request on the concurrent manager. Note - You will need
to be logged in and have the latest shared package to see this
option appear on the ribbon.
Background Upload All – All rows on the worksheet (that have
not already been processed) will validate then upload data via
a concurrent request. When using this option the Wizard will
automatically create a request on the concurrent manager. Note –
You will need to be logged in and have the latest shared package
to see this option appear on the ribbon.
Refer to section: Upload Inventory Item Information

Download

Download Form - A form will open that will allow you to
download information from Oracle Inventory into the worksheet
based on selected criteria.
Refer to section: Download Form
Download using sheet data - After entering data or information
into the worksheet, use your cursor to highlight the details and
then use this icon to download all details which are associated with
these values.
Refer to sections: Download Organization Items from Sheet and
Download Sources/From Interface

Attachments

Allows users to choose to either ‘Upload Selected Attachments’ or
‘Upload All Attachments’ to the interface table.

Concurrent Processing

This option processes the concurrent program. This option is only
applicable for the ‘Items’ mode.
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Submit Concurrent Request – This option submits the
concurrent program associated to the mode.
View Concurrent Request – Enables the user to view the
concurrent requests on the Oracle concurrent Manager.
Refresh Concurrent Status – This refreshes the status of the
records in the spreadsheet after the concurrent request has run.
It will show errors or warning messages as applicable.
Delete From Interface – Deletes data stored in the
MTL_SYSTEM_ITEMS_INTERFACE table.

Logging

Click the ‘Logging’ button before upload and a new worksheet will
record all actions taken by the Wizard. This new worksheet will be
labelled ‘M4A – Query Log’ and will hold all upload information.
This is helpful for support to ensure that More4Apps has all the
information required to resolve your issue.

Help

Click this icon for help on any of the functionality of this Wizard. The
three options are:
User Instructions – Link to the More4Apps Webpage to find
detailed explanation on the Wizard.
Release Notes – Link to the latest releases for the Wizard.
Product Support – Link to the ‘Contact Us’ page.

Refer to section: Item Wizard - Setup Ribbon
Refer to section: Custom Query Ribbon

Custom Query Ribbon

The following table provides a quick reference to the Custom Query Ribbon and its functions.

Excel 2007 or Later

Icon

Description/Functionality
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Download Form

A form to enter the Query Set for downloading records to Excel.
Here you can also indicate if you want to print parent information,
whether you need to print column headers or use existing ones and,
if needed, what filters you would like to use to limit the records to
download.

Download from Sheet

When your headers are already printed on the spreadsheet you can
position your cursor right below them and click on this option to
download records. You will just need to pick the Query Set and then
click the Download button.

Print Column Headers

Before downloading records directly from the sheet you need to click
on the Print Column Headers option. Here you will also select the
row where the columns will be printed to.

Manage Queries

This option will give you access to the Manage Query window where
you can create, modify and delete SQL queries and responsibility
access to query sets.

Load from File

This option will import xml query set data contained in selected
worksheet cells into the instance you are connected to. This
feature is useful when writing custom Query Sets in one instance
and then needing to copy these across to other instances.
To achieve this simply use the ‘Export Queries’ feature in
the Custom Query ‘Edit Queries Using Form’ to copy the xml
definitions into your current worksheet.
Then login to a different instance, select the cells containing the
downloaded query sets and click the ‘Load From File’ button to
import them into the current instance.

Refer to section: Item Wizard - Setup Ribbon
Refer to section: Item Wizard Ribbon

Getting Started
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This section provides a new User with tips on how to get started using the Wizard.
1. Enable Macros – The worksheet requires the macros to be enabled.
Microsoft 2007 or Later – When the worksheet is first opened the following will appear on the
menu bar. Click on the ‘Enable Content’ button.

2. Unable to see Wizard Ribbons - If this occurs then your security settings are too high. Item Wizard
is written in VBA, and you must allow macros to run before you can run the program. Close the
worksheet then from the Excel menu navigate to the following based on your version of Microsoft:
Microsoft 2007 or Later - Navigate to the ‘Developer’ tab and in the ‘Code’ group click ‘Macro
Security’. In ‘Macro Settings’, select the ‘Disable all macros with notification’. Re-open the
worksheet and you should receive the message shown above.
If the ‘Developer’ tab did not display, click File > Options > Customize Ribbon. In the ‘Main Tabs’
section, select ‘Developer’ and click ‘OK’. You should now be able to go back to the ‘Developer’ tab
to make the security changes.
Refer to section: Enable Macros/Cannot Access Wizard Ribbons
3. Wizard Ribbons – Please see the note below for details on the ribbons provided by the Wizard.
Refer to section: Ribbons
4. Trial Version - If you are using the trial version it will log you out after 30 records have been
downloaded or uploaded. You will need to log in again to continue. There are no other constraints in
the trial version.
5. Row 9 - The column names are stored in row 9. These are fixed and cannot be changed. Do NOT
insert or delete rows before row 11 (Row 10 Default Values row). The case of the column names is
not important but spelling is. If you change the column name in row 9, you have in effect deleted
the column as far as the program is concerned. You can move the columns anywhere you like, hide,
or even delete them if they are not required. Whenever you open a form or run the upload, the
program determines the positions of all the ‘named’ columns. If you duplicate a column header, the
first one will prevail (the program searches from right to left).
6. Row 10 - This row is used to enter Default Values. Any data here will be defaulted into the same
record where no data exists in the worksheet.
Refer to section: Default Values
7. Populate the Worksheet - There are a number of options available to populate the worksheet:
•

You can type or paste the relevant values directly into the worksheet (No validation is performed
until you run the upload program).

•

You can use the data entry forms provided to enter and validate the values.

•

You can download existing data and modify the information to update the record or you can
download existing data and use this as the starting point to create new records.
Note - If you are downloading an existing record to create a new one you need to remove the
Id’s of the existing records.

Refer to section: Template/Mode Types
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8. Reset the Wizard Column Definition - This determines what columns to use based on the ‘Wizard
Column Definition’. The column definition is crucial when using Item Form, the upload and the
download. This behavior allows the User to have different columns on different worksheets.
If you are using a workbook with different columns on each sheet, you must reset the Wizard column
definition each time you navigate to a new worksheet with a different column structure.
9. Item Number Generation - Item Wizard provides functionality to enable automatic item number
generation. This is ideal for situations where you want to use a sequence number to automatically
generate part or all of the item number (in the Master Organization). The generated Item Number is
automatically passed back to the Wizard for loading.
This package will only be called if the Item Number field is blank and you are creating an item in the
master organization.
Refer to section: Item Wizard Custom Package
10. Create and Update - Due to constraints
items at the same time. To update items
the Item Import Concurrent Program(s).
Upload Option when you submit the Item

within the Oracle Interface you cannot update and create
you must be in ‘Update’ Upload Option when you submit
Likewise, when creating new items you must be in ‘Create’
Import Concurrent Program(s).

Refer to section: Upload Columns - Create Vs Update
11. Performance Tip - Item Wizard uses the standard Oracle Inventory Interface tables provided with
E-Business Suite 11i. Therefore Item Wizard performs in the same way as Oracle when creating and
updating Items via the interface. Before entering Item data for the first time you may want to look at
the performance recommendations in the ‘Manufacturing Open Interfaces Manual, Chapter 7 – Open
Item Interface’.
12. Attachments – This Wizard has the ability to load Attachments to an Item.
Refer to section: Attachments
13. Demonstration Script - To familiarize you with this Wizard a Demonstration Script is available. This
will guide you through some simple changes/creation of records.
Refer to section: Demonstration Script
14. Troubleshooting – If you are having any problems using the Wizard, click on this link to search our
online solutions repository https://more4apps.com/support/solutions/

If you encounter any problems or have any suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact us at https://
more4apps.com/support/request-product-support/

Demonstration Script

Now that the Wizard has been installed and configured this document will guide you through the
following simple exercises:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create a new Worksheet
Create new Items using an existing Record
Update ‘Org’ Items – Using Template, Change Category
Update Item Description to different Languages
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5. Update UDA Attributes for an Item
Note - The screenshots are using Oracle Release 12 and Excel 2013.
This script is designed to illustrate the downloading/creating/uploading of Items
to give the user a “feel” for the Wizard.
The Wizard is designed to use a similar process for processing large numbers
of Transactions, which will significantly reduce data-entry time and improve
productivity.

1. Create a new Worksheet
All worksheets are created from the Template123 worksheet. Use the following steps to create
your own customized template for your organization.
Refer to section: Set up the Worksheet
Step

Task

1.0

Setup the worksheet by clicking
the ‘Select Template’ button on the
ribbon.
The ‘Generate template’ form will
display. Leave the ‘Template’ field
blank and for the Mode select
‘Items’.
Click ‘Create New’ to create a new
blank worksheet for this mode.

1.1

A new excel sheet will appear with
the selected columns inserted
and the message to the right will
appear.
Click ‘OK’.

Screenshot

2.Create new Items using an existing Record
Step

2.0

Task

Put the cursor on a blank row and
click on the ‘Download’ icon and
select ‘Download Form’.

Enter the following:
Organization Code:
Item Number:
Click on the ‘Download’ button.

Screenshot
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2.1

The following screen may
appear when the above action is
undertaken. This indicates that
you are not logged into your Oracle
Instance.
Select the correct Oracle Instance
from the dropdown list provided,
click on the ‘Login’ button and enter
your Username and Password.
Select a Responsibility and click
‘Continue’.
Refer to the following
documentation for further
assistance: Common User
Instructions

2.2

Remove the ‘Item Number’ from
the worksheet.

Place the cursor on the record and
click on the ‘Forms’ icon on the
ribbon and select ‘Items’ from the
Available Forms.
The form will open.
2.3

Enter the following data:
Item Upload Action: Create All
Item Number: Enter a unique
‘Item Number’ (e.g. IT30012020
use date string to make it
unique).
Description: Modify the
Description
NOTE: If you modify the Custom
Package for Item Number
Generation, the Item Number will
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be defaulted into the blank item
field.
Click ‘Ok’.

2.6

With cursor on the data row, click
the ‘Upload’ icon and select ‘Upload
Selected’ from the ribbon.

The Item Processing Status will show
as Pending.

2.7

Click the ‘Concurrent Processing’
icon and select ‘Submit Concurrent
Program’ to load the item into the
Item Master.

The ‘Import Items’ form will
display.
Click the … for the Parameters.

The ‘Process Set’ number will
match the Process Set in the
worksheet.
Enter the following:
Organization Code:
Create or Update Items: Create
New Items
Click ‘Ok’ to close the form.
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Click ‘Submit’ and ‘Close’.

2.8

Click the ‘Concurrent Processing’
icon and select ‘View Concurrent
Request’.

The ‘Requests – MFG’ form will
appear, which will enable you to
see when the request has been
completed by selecting the ‘Refresh’
button on the form.

Once the request has completed,
close the form and click the
‘Concurrent Processing’ button and
select ‘Refresh Concurrent Status’.
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This will update the status of those
successfully loaded into Oracle to
Accepted.
You have now created a new Item
in the Master Org based on an
existing item.

Assign Items to Child Organization Units

We are now going to create/assign items into child organization units (non-master).
2.9

Click the ‘Select Template’ icon on
the ribbon.

The ‘Generate template’ form will
display.
Select the ‘Organization
Assignment’ Mode.
Click ‘Create New’.
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2.10

Enter the Master Organization and
the Item Number created in section
2, onto this worksheet.

Place the cursor on the same row
which holds the Item Number and
click the ‘Download’ icon and select
‘Download using sheet data’.

Select ‘Not Assigned Organization’
from the Download Source.

The item will be populated into your
worksheet.

2.11

Enter ‘Assign’ into the ‘Assign
Action’ column for some of the
Orgs.
These rows will assign to the child
organization.

Click the ‘Upload’ icon and select
‘Upload All’.
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2.12

To show the item in Oracle
Applications:
Navigation:
Organization: V1
Ø Inventory > Items > Master
Items
Find Criteria: Use the Item Number
you just created.
Click the Find button
Click the Organization Assignment
icon (left) to see the child-orgs this
item is assigned to.

3.Update ‘Org’ Items – Update using Template, Change Category
3.0

Click the ‘Select Template’ icon.

Select Mode ‘Items’ and click
‘Create All Columns’ button.
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3.1

Enter ‘Organization Code’ and
‘Item Number’ from the previous
sheet onto a blank row on the new
spreadsheet.

With cursor on the same row as this
data, click the ‘Download’ icon and
select ‘Download using sheet data’.

Select Download Source of ‘Items’
from the ‘Select Download Source’
form.

3.2

On the worksheet enter the Item
Upload Action and Template.

3.3

Change Category using the form.
Click the ‘Forms’ icon and select
Category from the ‘Available Forms’.
Enter the ‘New Category’ (ie
COMPONENT.ELECTRICAL) into the
field.
Click the ... or tab to validate the
field.
Click ‘Ok’ to close the form.

3.4

Click the ‘Upload’ icon and select
‘Upload Selected’ from the ribbon.

3.5

Click the Concurrent Processing
icon on the ribbon and select
‘Submit Concurrent Program’.

Click the … for the Parameters.
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Enter the following information:
Organization Code
Process Set: will default
Create or Update Items: Update
Existing Items
Click ‘Submit’ and then ‘Close’.

3.6

Click the ‘Concurrent Processing’
button and select ‘View Concurrent
Request’. Once it has finished click
‘Refresh Concurrent Status’.

Item Process Status will show as
Accepted.

4. Update Item Description to different Languages
Step

4.0

Task

Click the ‘Select template’ icon on
the ribbon.
The ‘Generate template’ form will
display.

Screenshot
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Select the ‘Description Translations’
mode.
Click ‘Create New’.

4.1

Download the Item created above at
the master level (ie V1).
Open the ‘Languages’ form and
enter the following data:
Language Upload Action:
Update
Language:
Description: change the
description
Long Description: change the
description
Click ‘Ok’ to close the form.

4.2

Upload the record.

4.3

Download the record to confirm
the Language has been updated in
Oracle EBS.

5.Update UDA Attributes for an Item
5.0

Click the ‘Select template’ icon on
the ribbon.
The ‘Generate template’ form will
display.
Select the ‘UDA Items’ mode.
Click ‘Create New’.

5.1

Download your Item.
Open the ‘Item Catalog UDA’ form
and enter the following data:
Item UDA Upload Action: Create
Item UDA Group:
M4A Uniform:
M4A Size dimensions:
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M4A country:
Can do update and delete.
Click ‘Ok’ to close the form.

5.2

Upload the record.

5.3

Download the record to confirm the
UDA attributes have been updated
in Oracle EBS.
Navigation: Item Manager>Item
Catalog>Browse Catalog
End of Demonstration

If you encounter any problems or have any suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact us at https://
more4apps.com/support/request-product-support/

Descriptive Flexfields (DFF’s)
Item Wizard allows you to upload and download Descriptive Flexfield information.
At present, the main Descriptive Flexfield Structures have been implemented; these are available for
selection by using the ‘Manage Templates’ functionality.
Refer to section: Manage Templates
The fields on the worksheet will display as follows and the user can enter data directly into the
worksheet.

For each Descriptive Flexfield there will be a Context column and many Attribute columns available.
The Descriptive Flexfield sections also have a form for data-entry and validation. The Wizard can validate
each field and provide lists of values according to your DFF set up.
Double-click in a context or attribute field on the worksheet and the relevant DFF form will display where
the user can enter data.
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If the Descriptive Flexfield structure you require has not been implemented, please contact More4Apps
https://more4apps.com/support/request-product-support/
This functionality is common to all our tools.
Click on this link to navigate to Common User Instructions: Descriptive Flexfields

Profile Options
Profile Options are common to all of our tools. To find the profile options applicable for this Wizard, navigate
to System Profile and enter More% IW% (note the space before IW) as shown in the screenshot below
and select the ‘Find’ button.
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The profile option applicable for this Wizard will show on the ‘System Profile Values’ form as shown below.

Many profile options can be set at the Site, Application, Responsibility or User level. Modify your search
in the ‘Find System Profile Options’ form to set options at the appropriate level.
Profile Options are installed when you log into an instance (from the Wizard) for the first time. If a profile
option is not available then you will need to re install your profile options.
To do this refer to the Reinstall Profile Options available in the Common User Topics documentation.
The following profile options are created for each of our products:
• More4Apps: IW Allow MS-Word autocorrect characters – This profile can be set to prevent MSWord AutoCorrect characters (which are non-ASCII) from being loaded – If these are loaded it can
cause data corruption.
• More4Apps: IW Allowed version – This profile option is similar to “More4Apps: IW Minimum
version” but is more restrictive. It will stop any version other than the listed version from
operating.
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• More4Apps: IW Automatically Assign User – If this is set to ‘Yes’ new Users will be automatically
assigned up to the maximum allowed by the licence key.
• More4Apps: IW Banned – If this profile option is set to ‘Yes’ the Wizard will not operate. This can
be set at the site, responsibility or User level.
•

More4Apps: IW Custom Query Manager – This profile allows customers to nominate a user
to manage download queries. This is useful if the user lacks sysadmin access and cannot be
granted sysadmin. The profile is set up at the user level.

•

More4Apps: IW Downloader Manager – This has been replaced by profile option ‘More4Apps: IW
Custom Query Manager’.

• More4Apps: IW Latest version used – This profile option is for internal use only. It records the
highest version number used.
• More4Apps: IW Licence Key - This profile holds the licence key for the Wizard. If you have no
licence key then this field will hold ‘Trial’ as the licence key and some functionality will be limited.
For more details on licence keys refer to the following Installation and Configuration Guide: Enter
the Licence Key.
•

More4Apps: IW Limit to preset Application ID – Set this profile to ‘Yes’ to limit the selection of
user responsibilities to those assigned to the same application as the Wizard or set to ‘No’ or
leave blank to display all responsibilities assigned to the user.

• More4Apps: IW Load Counter - This profile is used when the Wizard is in trial mode and counts
the number of transactions completed before the Wizard logs out of your Oracle instance. This
functionality will be obsolete as Wizards are upgraded.
• More4Apps: IW Minimum version – This profile option allows you to record the minimum
spreadsheet version number allowed. If the version number of the spreadsheet being used is less
than the recorded value then the Wizard will not operate.
• More4Apps: IW Named User - This profile enables you to control the named users for Item Wizard
and is set at the User level in Oracle. For more details on how to set up named Users refer to the
following Installation and Configuration Guide: Add Named Users.
• More4Apps: IW Nominated Sysadmin for user maintenance – This profile can be set to allow a
nominated Oracle user name which doesn't have System Administrator profile value access to
maintain users for this product. Other users that do have System Administrator profile access can
still maintain product users if this profile is set to a different person.
Note – This profile option is only available for clients with Wizard versions containing ‘Common
Modules’ version 204 and greater.
• More4Apps: IW Override Upload Security - Under normal circumstances the Wizard will check if
the current responsibility has the right to do an upload based on the responsibility. If this profile is
set to 'Yes' at the responsibility level, this security check is not done.
Note – If a user is a ‘Named User’ and does not have access to the Price List form in Oracle,
this profile will enable this user to update and create price lists in Oracle if the security setting
for the price list is ‘Global’ and the access level is ‘Maintain’. To set security setting of Price
List, navigation in Oracle is Oracle Pricing Administrator > Oracle Pricing Administrator Setup >
Security > Privileges.
• More4Apps: IW Suppress Custom Query Functionality - This functionality can be suppressed by
setting the profile option to ‘Yes’ at the user, responsibility or site level. When this profile option
is set (at the appropriate level), selection of any custom query icon will produce a message of
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‘The custom query functionality has been disabled by your System Administrator. Please contact
your System Administrator’.
• More4Apps: IW Suppress Downloader Functionality – This has been replaced by profile option
‘More4Apps: IW Suppress Custom Query Functionality’.
• More4Apps: IW Template Manager – This profile allows customers to nominate a user to manage
templates. This is useful if the user lacks sysadmin access and cannot be granted sysadmin. The
profile is set up at the user level. To enable sysadmin access for templating select ‘Yes’ for the
current user.
• More4Apps: IW Unicode Encoding Option – This profile determines if character sets used by
different applications are converted. By default this is set to ‘Automatic’ and should not be
changed unless advised by More4Apps Support.

Product Specific Profile Options
The following Profile Options are specific to Item Wizard:
•

More4Apps: IW Enable Item Number Generation – Set this profile to ‘Yes’ to enable the Item
Number generation.

•

More4Apps: IW Restrict Description Translations mode - This profile option suppresses the named
mode stated in the profile name. When set to 'Yes' the user will not have access to use the
particular mode. When set to 'No' or left blank the user will have access to the named mode.
Please note this profile does not override function accessibility. By default, this profile is set to be
blank.

•

More4Apps: IW Restrict Items mode - This profile option suppresses the named mode stated in
the profile name. When set to 'Yes' the user will not have access to use the particular mode. When
set to 'No' or left blank the user will have access to the named mode. Please note this profile does
not override function accessibility. By default, this profile is set to be blank.

•

More4Apps: IW Restrict Maintain Categories mode - This profile option suppresses the named
mode stated in the profile name. When set to 'Yes' the user will not have access to use the
particular mode. When set to 'No' or left blank the user will have access to the named mode.
Please note this profile does not override function accessibility. By default, this profile is set to be
blank.

•

More4Apps: IW Restrict Organization Assignment mode - This profile option suppresses the
named mode stated in the profile name. When set to 'Yes' the user will not have access to use
the particular mode. When set to 'No' or left blank the user will have access to the named mode.
Please note this profile does not override function accessibility. By default, this profile is set to be
blank.

•

More4Apps: IW Restrict UDA Items mode - This profile option suppresses the named mode stated
in the profile name. When set to 'Yes' the user will not have access to use the particular mode.
When set to 'No' or left blank the user will have access to the named mode. Please note this
profile does not override function accessibility. By default, this profile is set to be blank.

•

More4Apps: IW Restrict to modes only - Determines whether users MUST use modes or not. If
set to Yes, users can only use the Wizard by selecting a mode i.e. they cannot generate a predefined template sheet. If set to No or left blank, then templating or mode options can be used.

• More4Apps: IW Restrict to templates only - Determines whether users MUST use templates or not.
If set to Yes, users can only use the Wizard by selecting a template i.e. they cannot generate a
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pre-defined template sheet. If set to No or left blank, then templating or mode options can be
used.
• More4Apps: IW Update Mode Only – If this profile is set to Yes then the Wizard will only let you
use the Upload option of ‘Update’.
• More4Apps: IW Use Primary UOM Description – If this profile is set, then when searching for an
UOM you can search using the UOM Description, rather than just the UOM Code.

• More4Apps: IW Validate Only - This profile can be set to ‘Yes’ to allow the customer to setup
validate only for the user.

The following profiles are specific to the Item Extension Wizard and have no effect on the Item Wizard.
Please refer to the Item Extension Wizard for details:
•

More4Apps: IW – Activate ABC Assignment Mode

•

More4Apps: IW – Activate Container Item Mode

•

More4Apps: IW – Activate Intraclass UOM Conversion Code

•

More4Apps: IW – Activate Manufacture Part Mode

•

More4Apps: IW – Activate Pending Item Status Mode

•

More4Apps: IW – Activate Related Item Mode

•

More4Apps: IW – Activate Sourcing Assignment Mode

•

More4Apps: IW – Activate Subinventory Mode

•

More4Apps: IW – Activate Transaction Default Mode

Attachments
Item Wizard enables the loading of Attachments.
To enable this functionality, you must have the ‘Attachment’ section displayed in your worksheet. If this
section is not already in your worksheet, go to ‘Manage Templates’ to create/modify a worksheet with
the ‘Attachment’ section included. Refer to section: Manage Templates
There are various ways to enter information onto the worksheet for upload of attachments:
(i)

Enter information directly onto the worksheet.

(ii)

Usw the form - Double-click in the ‘Attachment’ section to open the ‘Attachments’ form to enter
information.
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Or alternatively click the ‘Forms’ icon to open the form.

Then select the ‘Attachment’ option.

This opens the form whereby the user can enter the required information.

Once the information is populated into the worksheet, upload the Attachment(s) by clicking the
‘Attachments’ icon on the ribbon and selecting ‘Upload Selected Attachments’ or ‘Upload All Attachments’
as illustrated below:
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This section is common to many of our tools. For further details click on this link to navigate to Common
User Instructions: Attachments

Oracle Field Dependencies
The following table illustrates fields in the Oracle forms which have dependencies on other fields. If all
the relevant fields are not included in the Item Wizard worksheet an error will be returned when the
concurrent program is run.
When using Item Wizard and trying to change the value of a field in the “Field” column below, you must
also include in the worksheet the fields(s) in the “Is dependent on” column.
For example: the ‘Eam Act Notification Flag’ is dependent on the value entered in the ‘Eam Item Type’
field. If you are setting the value for ‘Eam Act Notification Flag’ you must also include a column ‘Eam
Item Type’ in the worksheet.
Tab
in the Oracle Item
Form

Field
in the Oracle Item Form

Is dependent on …

AssetManagement

Eam Act Notification Flag

Eam Item Type

AssetManagement

Eam Act Shutdown Status

Eam Item Type

AssetManagement

Eam Activity Cause Code

Eam Item Type

AssetManagement

Eam Activity Source Code

Eam Item Type

AssetManagement

Eam Activity Type Code

Eam Item Type

AssetManagement

Eam Item Type

Organization Code
Inventory Item
Transactable
Effectivity Control
Serial Generation Control
Track in Installed Base

BOM

Configurator Model Type

BOM Item Type

BOM

Create Configured Item, BOM

BOM Item Type
Assemble To Order

BOM

Match Configuration

BOM Item Type
Assemble To Order

Costing

Cost of Goods Sold Account

Organization Code

Costing

Material Sub Element

Organization Code

GeneralPlanning

Inventory Planning Method

Pick Components

GeneralPlanning

Maximum Min Max Quantity

Minimum Min Max Quantity

GeneralPlanning

Maximum Order Quantity

Minimum Order Quantity

GeneralPlanning

Planner

Organization Code

GeneralPlanning

Safety Stock Method

MRP Planning Method

GeneralPlanning

Source Organization

Item Number
Organization Code
Inventory Item
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Source Type
GeneralPlanning

Source Subinventory

Source Organization
Organization Code
Inventory Planning Method

Inventory

Check Material Shortage

Transactable

Inventory

Cycle Count Enabled

Contract Item Type

Inventory

Default Lot Status

Lot Status Enabled

Inventory

Default Serial Status

Serial Status Enabled

Inventory

Lot Merge Enabled

Lot Control

Inventory

Lot Split Enabled

Lot Control

Inventory

Lot Starting Prefix

Lot Control
Organization Code

Inventory

Lot Status Enabled

Inventory Item

Inventory

Lot Substitution Enabled

Lot Control

Inventory

Lot Translate Enabled

Lot Control

Inventory

Restrict Locators

Restrict Subinventories

Inventory

Serial Generation Control

Inventory Item

Inventory

Serial Starting Number

Serial Generation Control

Inventory

Serial Starting Prefix

Serial Generation Control
Organization Code

Inventory

Serial Status Enabled

Serial Generation Control

Inventory

Stockable

Inventory Item

Inventory

Transactable

Stockable

Invoicing

Invoicing Rule

Invoiceable Item

Invoicing

Sales Account

Organization Code

Main

Primary UOM

Item Number

Main

Secondary UOM

Item Number

MPSPlanning

Demand Time Fence Days

Demand Time Fence

MPSPlanning

Planned Time Fence Days

Planning Time Fence

MPSPlanning

Planning Exception Set

Organization Code

MPSPlanning

Release Time Fence Days

Release Time Fence

OrderManagement

Assemble To Order

BOM Item Type
Pick Components

OrderManagement

ATP Components

Assemble To Order
Pick Components
WIP Supply Type

OrderManagement

Check ATP

Contract Item Type

OrderManagement

Customer Ordered

BOM Item Type
Configurator Model Type

OrderManagement

Customer Orders Enabled

Customer Ordered

OrderManagement

Default SO Source Type

Ship Model Complete

OrderManagement

Internal Ordered

BOM Item Type

OrderManagement

Internal Orders Enabled

Internal Ordered

OrderManagement

Returnable

Contract Item Type

OrderManagement

Shippable

BOM Item Type
Contract Item Class

PhysicalAttribute

Internal Volume

Container Type
Vehicle
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PhysicalAttribute

Maximum Load Weight

Container Type
Vehicle

PhysicalAttribute

Minimum Fill Percent

Container Type

Purchasing

Encumbrance Account

Organization Code

Purchasing

Expense Account

Organization Code
Inventory Asset Value
Inventory Item

Purchasing

Inspection Required

Receipt Routing

Purchasing

Outside Processing Item

Purchasable

Purchasing

Outside Processing UOM Type

Outside Processing Item

Purchasing

Purchasable

Purchased

Purchasing

Purchasing Tax Code

Taxable

Purchasing

Unit of Issue

Item Number
msi.concatenated_segments

WebOption

Orderable On the Web

Customer Orders Enabled

WorkInProgress

Supply Locator

Organization Code
Supply Subinventory
Subinventory Code

WorkInProgress

Supply SubInventory

Organization Code

WorkInProgress

WIP Supply Type

BOM Item Type

Troubleshooting
If you are having any problems using the Wizard, click on this link to search our online solutions
repository https://more4apps.com/support/solutions/
If you are unable to find a solution or have any suggestions, please contact us at https://
more4apps.com/support/request-product-support/

Licence Keys, Named Users & Installation
The instructions for product installation, setting up the list of instances, using licence keys and adding
named Users are in the Installation and Configuration Guide.

Release Notes
Use this link to navigate to the IW Release Notes
This link is also from the Product Page on the website.
This user documentation is based on IW Release Version 3.0.00

